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ABSTRACT
Human beings integrate their environment into their group identities. Familiar plants and
animals become associated with cultural memories through food, music, and everyday
interaction. When species enter a new environment and change the composition of species within
a space these plants and animals challenge assumptions of cultural unity and national and
regional identities. In the Colonial era European arrivals brought plants and animals for
economic and aesthetic purposes to maintain cultural traditions and environmental familiarity.
This practice changed following the rise of nationalism in the late 19th century. Americans
continued to grow crops and raise livestock from other countries but began to perceive plants and
animals within the nation as superior to those from other areas. This did not lessen the amount of
global species movement, which has only increased over time as a result of capitalist expansion.
This tension between the value Americans place on specific plants and animals and the need for
global flows of people and goods reaches its height in the present day, as species movement
reaches unprecedented levels. Words like invasive and alien have historical ties to xenophobia,
and their use may exacerbate fear of specific plants and animals. An appreciation of the changes
in North America over the continent’s history as well as the historical association of terminology
within invasion biology will increase the likelihood of unbiased research and policy. The film
Asian Invasion accompanies this work to illustrate 21st century perspectives on species
movement and provide a visual representation of the cultural phenomena described in this
written work.
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INTRODUCTION
The cover of Jackson Landers’s Eating Aliens warns readers that “North America is
under attack by invasive creatures!” To counteract this threat the author advocates hunting and
eating specific species as a means of sustainability, arguing that the “pests…devour our native
plants…pushing many to the brink of extinction.”1 Calls to action against plants and animals
come from a variety of sources including scientists, environmentalists, legislators, and concerned
citizens. The majority use language similar to Landers like invasive, alien, pest, and threat. This
language illustrates that the majority of Americans fear the introduction of non-native species
and often advocate the removal of plants and animals perceived as foreign.2 Why do Americans
fear specific species? Answering that question requires tracing the movement of plants, animals,
and people historically as well as analyzing human conceptions of space and wilderness as they
developed over time.
The foundation for present day attitudes towards plants and animals in North American
lies in European attitudes towards wildness and constructed space prior to colonization and the
translation these perspectives into North American territory as Europeans spread throughout the
continent. American Indians and slaves inflect this transmission of European culture, sometimes
challenging European representations of nature in North America. The spread of European
immigrants across the continent establishes Enlightenment concepts of space as well as Christian

1

Jackson Landers, Eating Aliens: One Man’s Adventure Hunting Invasive Animal Species (North Adams: Storey
Publishing, 2012).
2
Paul Gobster, “Invasive Species as Ecological Threat: Is Restoration an Alternative to Fear-based Resource
Management,” Ecological Restoration, no. 234 (2005) accessed 1 December 2012,
http://www.ncrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/jrnl/2005/nc_2005_gobster_001.pdf.
1

concepts of myth and history as paramount in later American concepts of wilderness – both of
which figure prominently in understanding how people view species introduction and the control
of environmental surroundings, which unfamiliar plants and animals threaten.3
For early colonial arrivals control of North American land comes in the form of property
deeds and legal treaties, which mapped areas and designated them as European.4 Unfamiliar
plants and animals represent challenges to this kind of human control, as they change the
surrounding environment, simultaneously altering human records detailing plants and animals
within specific areas. Human migration and trade increases the number of unintentional
introductions, which brings more changes to habitats deemed “American,” a term encompassing
plants and animals present prior to European arrival as well as crops and livestock imported for
economic purposes.5 The deliberate importation of species continues today, and this analysis
uses Asian carp and kudzu to illustrate the environmental, economic, and cultural impact of
specific plants and animals in the United States.6 Kudzu represents a deliberately introduced
plant while Asian carp are a fish species unintentionally released via floods. Human perception
of specific plants and animals changes over time as a result of both economic and environmental
forces. This analysis uses the spread of people, plants, and animals as a result of colonization and
capitalism as a framework to position 21st century reactions to changes in the environment
following the movement of plants and animals. Reactions from the general public, scientists, and
3

For information on the development of spatial consciousness during the Enlightenment era see David Harvey, The
Condition of Postmodernity: An Enquiry into the Origins of Cultural Change, (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1990). This
theory will be explained in greater detail in subsequent chapters.
4
Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity, 257-259.
5
For information on the increase in unintentional introductions following WWII see Peter Coates, Strangers in the
Land: American Perceptions of Immigrant and Invasive Species (Berkley: University of California Press, 2006), 4.
For information on the plants and animals imported by early colonists see James McWilliams, A Revolution in
Eating: How the Quest for Food Shaped America (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005).
6
This analysis follows Scott Romine’s assertion that “culture is a noun that acts like a verb…in an effort to provide
an account of the relation between subjects and environments.” Culture does not indicate a finite set of
characteristics but rather a process requiring narrative. For more information see Scott Romine, The Real South:
Southern Narrative in an Age of Cultural Reproduction (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2008), 3.
2

environmentalists illustrate that a desire to maintain economically profitable and environmentally
familiar space continues from European arrival to the present.
Writing about invasive species requires careful consideration of the meaning of the terms
humans use to categorize plants and animals. The federal government provides concrete
definitions for both “alien” and “invasive” in a 1999 executive order, establishing alien as “a
species not native to an ecosystem” and invasive as “an alien species capable of causing
economic or environmental harm.”7 These definitions fail to address the reality that perceptions
of economic and environmental damage vary dramatically within the United States and that
historically the nation has seen introductions of many species now considered “native” although
at one point they were not present on the continent including crops and livestock currently seen
by many as integral to the American economy.8
Any qualifier placed on a plant or animal which describes its effects on people ultimately
reflects subjectivity rather than any quality inherent in a species. Americans have applied words
like alien and invasive to plants and animals since the early 20th century and the meaning of these
words changes over time as a species valued for economic purposes may come to be seen as a
pest following changes in preference. One example of this phenomenon would be Asian carp,
which figure prominently in this study. The government defines these species of fish as invasive,
though originally they helped to support fish farms as growers imported these fish to clean ponds
prior to their accidental release.

7

Exec. Order No. 13,112, February 3, 1999.
For more information on the history of species introductions in North America see Tim Flannery, The Eternal
Frontier: An Ecological History of North America and its Peoples (New York: Grove Press, 2001). The continent
has seen dramatic changes in the composition of species over time, and Flannery’s analysis illustrates that when
viewing the entirely of the development of North America “invasive” species always eventually become assimilated
into an ecosystem. This perspective is challenged by many invasion biologists, which is explored in detail in
Chapter three.
3
8

This analysis uses the word invasive to refer to plants and animals that scientists and the
federal government legally define as alien and invasive using the parameters within Clinton’s
1999 Executive Order. This use comes with the contention that words like “alien” and “invasive”
will always have different meanings for different people and potentially cloud objective analysis
of the environmental impact of various species and negatively impact policy decisions. This
study focuses on how people perceive plants and animals, and as a result invasive serves as an
important qualifier because it reflects the ambiguity and fear many Americans associate with
these species. The use of the term in this analysis does not imply that Asian carp represent a
“threat” to the American environment so much as to reflect the designation given to these fish by
the federal government and the majority of the general public.
Rather than employing alien, the term “recently arrived” functions throughout this work
to indicate a species which enters North America following the beginning of European
colonization. This phrase shows that legislation and public fear following species movement fails
to consider the long term impact of recently arrived species and the ability of the environment to
accommodate to ecological change. The concept of invasive species in North America hinges on
the assumption that plants and animals present in the United States prior to European arrival are
“native,” which fails to account for the history of species composition in the country and ignores
the impact of humans moving into new environments in favor of a focus on specific plants and
animals typically brought by humans into America. The words people use when they discuss
plants and animals matter. Calling a plant invasive requires the perception of a static,
geographically constrained environment, belied by changes in nature over time.
Using colonization and its corresponding ecological and cultural flows as an analytical
basis encourages the use of nationalism as a framework for 20th century invasive species policy
4

and opinion in America but this perspective somewhat elides differences in region, race, and
ethnicity. This analysis establishes North American colonization and ensuing cultural exchange
as a framework while insisting that cultural interaction consistently works beyond national,
regional, and local structures. American policy and elite sentiment in the early 20th century
largely reflects nationalist propaganda but individual interaction with introduced species reflects
cultural exchange working beyond national borders. Scott Romine describes perceived cultural
differences between inside and outside groups as the “inside-outside theme” which “often
defines the work of authenticity under a regime of cultural reproduction.” In this scenario outside
culture exists contained within an imagined geography controlled by an Other (which may or
may not be specifically defined) while the insider cultural maintains a privileged space through
cultural reproduction.9 This theory works as a way to define American attitudes towards species
movement with respect to perceived globalization and fears regarding the loss of a privileged
insider culture to a homogenizing outside force.10
Outside cultural influences come from global flows of people and information. Wars, religion,
mass media, and other global interactions move information into new geographical areas at which point
newly received ideas become “indigenized” in different environments, indicating that increasingly global
flows of information differentiate and complicate cultures rather than homogenize groups. World systems
theorists such as Arjun Appadurai and Immanuel Wallerstein position global flows as inherent in the
movement of people and information through global capitalism.11 This perspective on cultural flows

positions American fears over species movement as a response to cultural change and as part of
the cycle of memory creation described within Joseph Roach’s theory as surrogation.
9

Romine, The Real South, 6-8.
Romine describes authenticity as “some nostalgic past or utopian future” meaning that the term functions to
disconnect insider culture from the present moment and imbue it with a sort of timelessness, which allows for
cultural narrative and memory recreation in the present. For more information see Romine, The Real South, 3.
11
Arjun Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1996), 32.
5
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In this process performance narrates and perpetuates cultural change. Rituals reinforce
the selective and imaginative process of creating collective memory. The movement of species
into a new environment challenges the collective memory of a local place but ritual can
accommodate these changes and incorporate them into collective memory through experience. 12
The 20th century offers an example of this phenomenon through the story of an invasive vine in
the southeastern United States called kudzu. The plant’s introduction in the early 20th century as
a remedy for eroded agricultural land illustrates that species the government defines as invasive
often originally arrive in the country to be used for economic gain. As the vine expanded across
the region attempts to control it largely failed and the plant’s persistence led to its incorporation
into foodways and songs. As people cook and sing about kudzu they recreate cultural memories
of the local environment, illustrating Roach’s process of cultural memory creation and a larger
pattern of human acceptance of introduced species over time which not only applies to kudzu but
also to other species arriving after colonization, particularly those introduced for aesthetic
purposes like honeysuckle, English ivy, and purple loosestrife.13
Despite the acceptance of kudzu in most parts of the Deep South the movement of
species continues to illicit fear and resistance in the 21st century, with the expansion of global
trade as a result of capitalism steadily increasing the number of unintentional introductions.
Current debates reflect a perceived threat of cultural homogeneity which characterizes
increasingly global cultural and economic flows.14 This analysis uses the introduction of silver
carp and the debate surrounding the movement of the fish through the Mississippi River system
to explore 21st century reactions to species movement which in some ways reflect the same fears
12

Joseph Roach, Cities of the Dead: Circum-Atlantic Performance (New York: Columbia University Press, 1996),
2-3.
13
The United States National Arboretum website, “Invasive Plants”, accessed 7 April 2013,
http://www.usna.usda.gov/Gardens/invasives.html.
14
Appadurai, Modernity at Large, 32.
6

and policy responses following 20th century introductions. Increasing anxiety surrounding
cultural and ecological homogeneity accompanies greater government intervention and public
awareness. As a result recent responses represent greater efforts to curtail species movement,
with some scientists warning that as environments continue to interact the government’s
obligation to intervene will increase.
Reactions to the introduction of silver carp and other species arriving in conjunction with
growing internet use offer an opportunity unavailable in an analysis of 19th and early 20th century
introductions. Policy and writings in this time represents largely white, male concerns while 21st
century communication allows the general public a greater voice in invasive species policy.
These public reactions vary greatly, as evidenced by the following series of Youtube comments.

15

The internet provides a place where people interested in laughing at the Asian carp can
watch videos and make provocative commentary, while also serving as a place where individuals
concerned over invasive species can join forces and advocate for government response. Southern

15

“Asian Carp Invasion Part 1”,Youtube video, posted by “Sastrugi34,” Novermber 23, 2006,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yS7zkTnQVaM.
7

Minnesota’s Asian Carp Coaliation (SMACC) regularly lobbies and organizes from its website.16
This is not to assert that grassroots organizing is a recent phenomenon, but rather to point out
that the internet provides an unprecedented opportunity for cultural analysis of these groups.
Americans in the 21st century currently see an unprecedented level of species
introductions as well as technological developments allowing the public to react to these species
with greater amounts of information and coordinating ability. Should the government respond to
these calls to control the movement of plants and animals? A long term perspective on
environmental change acknowledges continuous species movement and the inevitability of new
introductions yet may not respect the real economic impact of some species. Both policy makers
and the scientific community continue to debate the advisability of government intervention
while others advocate research funding attempting the eradication of specific species while some
question the efficacy and environmental cost of these efforts. This analysis closes with a
discussion of recently passed Asian carp legislation in an effort to assess the success of federal
efforts to control the movement of specific species and the advisability of continuing such efforts
in the future.
Chapter one begins by developing early conceptions of geography in the United States,
specifically the construction of ordered space (seen by European colonizers as civilization) and
wildness in opposition. These constructions originate with human development, though I
primarily focus on the western concepts of space arising as part of the Enlightenment and
Christianity and serving as the foundation for environmental consciousness in the United States
following colonization. Early mapping and exploration of the nation reflects western impulses to
control wilderness through the ordering of space. Native Americans and slaves became part of
colonial place making as settlers relegated American Indians to geographically contained
16

For more information on SMACC and their online presence see their website at: http://smaccarp.org/.
8

settlements and forced slaves to conquer large swaths of land and simultaneously exploit it
economically.
Christianity as well as assumed western superiority both figure prominently in early
conceptions of environment in the United States.17 European arrivals brought plants and animals
to North America for economic and aesthetic purposes as they simultaneously mapped and
explored territory. These deliberately introduced species arrived concurrent with unintended
introductions of pests and diseases which represent the beginnings of what would become a more
or less unchecked exchange of species following human movement as well as a cause of disease
and death amongst large numbers of Indian Americans.18
Scott Romine’s theory of cultural reproduction as a narrative connecting lived experience
to desired reality serves as a framework throughout this analysis from colonization to the 21st
century. The process of mapping colonial America and displacing indigenous people represents
the creation of a new American environmental perspective through the reinvention of narrative,
illustrating the historical importance of the surrounding environment in the maintenance of
cultural memory. As colonists introduced familiar plants and animals to an unfamiliar place
(intentionally and unintentionally) the process of harvesting and eating them created new cultural
memories tied to the geography of the United States. Simultaneous importation of slaves and
removal of indigenous groups further demarcated a new spatial order in America centered on
mapped and European controlled space.
Mass media and global technology as a result of technological progress serve to
exacerbate differences between lived experiences and reality and as a result increase the need for
17

This assertion comes primarily from Frederick Turner’s work Beyond Geography which will be explored in detail
in Chapter one.
18
For more information on the spread of diseases throughout the Americas following European colonization see
Alfred Crosby, The Columbian Exchange: Biological and Cultural Consequences of 1492(Westport: Greenwood
Press, 1972).
9

narrative in order to reproduce culture, positioning the 21st century as the apex of anxieties
regarding cultural memory and authenticity. Literary theorists like Scott Romine as well as world
systems analysts like Wallerstein and Appadurai naturally fit into an essay on the global
movement of plants and animals because these theories work beyond local and regional networks
and insist on using a global framework to understand cultural change.
The development of national parks and legally defined wild spaces occurs in tandem with
the beginnings of concern over species movement. Chapter two begins with the deliberate
importation of kudzu in the late 19th century to analyze the emergence of nationalist rhetoric
surrounding specific plants and animals. Humans largely facilitated the movement of the plant to
improve land left nutrient depleted following agricultural use and the US government supported
its introduction and spread, until the plant began to overtake farmlands, railways, and roads.19
The second half of the 20th century marks the incorporation of kudzu into food (both the flower
and leaf are edible), music, and the landscape. The plant began as a source of economic growth,
transitioned into a “pest” many residents attempted to remove, and now serves a part of cultural
memory and the surrounding landscape of southerners. This illustrates Roach’s process of
surrogation as new memories of a landscape with kudzu come to represent the region which did
not contain the plant for millennia prior to the 20th century.
Chapter three investigates 21st century North American scientific and public opinion
regarding invasive species using Asian carp as a case study to illustrate the culmination of
historical perspectives on constructed space and changes to that space in the United States. An
electric barrier constructed in Chicago to limit the fish’s movement invites immediate
comparisons to physical barriers enacted to control human migration to the United States, and it

19

Diane Hoots and Juanita Baldwin, Kudzu: The Vine to Love or Hate (Kodak: Suntop Press, 1996), 20-21.
10

illustrates that the government will spend millions of dollars to prevent the movement of specific
in plants and animals.20
The film Asian Invasion accompanies this written work and explores 21st century
perceptions of Asian carp in the United States through another medium. Interviewees include
scientists, environmentalists, and the general public and these voices supplement the newspaper
articles and scientific journals included here concerning silver and bighead carp. Scientists
studying these fish recognize its short-term economic and environmental impacts. River guides
along the Mississippi increasingly encounter Asian carp but generally prefer a lack of human
intervention in ecological change in favor of government attempts to control the movement of
species.
Asian Invasion also explores the economic consequences of species movement from the
perspective of commercial fishermen, who assert that these fish out-compete other economically
viable species for food. Asian Americans interviewed in the film prefer Asian carp to many other
species of fish, illustrating that media reports documenting the carp as a threat do not reflect the
opinion of all North Americans.
The film documents the potential of Asian carp as a food source domestically and
internationally. For many countries these fish serve as a protein source, but within the United
States silver carp sell for half the price of other familiar species like catfish. Many interviewees’
had little knowledge of the taste of silver carp and supplied contradictory information when
asked why the fish is undesirable. One man cites the fish’s high fat content, though later a
commercial fisher named Mike Schafer describes the fish as relatively lean – with a fat content
around 13 percent. Another man attributes dislike of silver carp to the fish’s reputation as a
20

Rupa Shenoy, “Barrier of Bubbles, Light, and Sound recommended to Deter Asian Carp,” Minnesota Public
Radio online, accessed 5 April 2013, http://minnesota.publicradio.org/display/web/2013/01/04/environment/asiancarp-barrier.
11

“bottom feeder,” meaning that it absorbs toxins through bioaccumulation. The fish eats plankton
and actually absorbs less toxins than species like tuna or catfish in this manner. These
inconsistencies illustrate that cultural processes inflect perceptions of unfamiliar species.21
The late 20th century introduction of Asian carp corresponds with the emergence of a new
discipline within ecology: invasion biology. Its emergence as a distinct research area marks the
beginning of a debate surrounding the terminology used to define species moving into different
environments. A variety of scientific opinion exists regarding the definition of “invasive” as a
biological concept. One end of the spectrum supports a long view of environmental change,
acknowledging the ability of the environment to accommodate to species over time. Other
scientists, as well as some politicians and members of the general public, focus on short-term
changes in species composition as well as economic pressure and advocate government response
in the short term. Scientists advocating environmentally harmful responses may allow public
opinion and cultural concerns to inflect scientific objectivity.
Invasion biology requires an acknowledgement of boundary, whether it be cultural,
ecological, political, or geographical. Scientists advocate the control of species movement within
national and regional networks, influencing legislation within specific areas regardless of
potential environmental impact beyond these borders. This indicates that if the government
decides to continue funding invasive species research there should be greater coordination
between nation-states and local governments.
Chapter four integrates the implications of this study into future American environmental
and economic policy. As the government continues to intervene as species migrate citizens
question the efficacy of implemented programs and some scientists predict the inevitable

21

Asian Invasion, Directed by Meghan Holmes, 2013.
12

homogenization of North American species regardless of government intervention.22 Current
policy splinters due to bureaucracy and competing economic interest and fails to integrate
economic and environmental concerns. Most media reports and laws also elide the culpability of
humans in the spread of species into new environments. Future legislation must acknowledge the
historical condition of wildness as white space in this country and the elision of non-European
voices from debate surrounding environmental policy. Ultimately the best political action will
evenly weigh perspectives without bias towards larger economic forces and the political
predilection to postpone decisions to future election cycles.
This research traces the historical development of ordered and wild space in North
America and introduces invasive species as a disruption to these constructions. Asian carp and
kudzu illustrate both short and longer term reactions to species movement and the continuing
debates surrounding newly introduced plants and animals indicate that anxiety will continue in
the future, which is unsurprising given the inevitable changes in narrative and cultural memory
as perspectives change and humans evolve. Invasive species show that humans respond similarly
to cultural and environmental change in that both challenge a static, shared idea. In the former
instance this idea encapsulates cultural memory while in the latter it represents a constructed
space. While the government attempts to maintain this static environment in the face of recently
arrived species, long-term changes prove inevitable, as they have over the course of the
development of the North American continent, which is not to imply that short term economic
considerations have no bearing on future individual and governmental action. Invasive species
represent cultural, economic, and environmental concerns and recognizing these implications
provides a better understanding of North American perceptions of migration, borders, and space

22

Jozef Keulartz and Cor van der Weele, "Framing and Reframing in Invasion Biology," Configurations, vol.16, no.
1 (2008), 107.
13

while also adding nuance to debate surrounding global change and the influence of cultural
concerns within the scientific community.

14

CHAPTER ONE: EUROPEANS INITIATE GLOBAL EXCHANGE IN NORTH AMERICA
An examination of the Colonial era and subsequent changes to the landscape as Europeans
expanded across the continent and imported plants and animals.
Colonization produces cultural changes on the part of both the colonizer and the
colonized. Edward Said defines the process as “the implanting of settlements on distant territory”
as a consequence of imperialism, and adds that on the part of the colonizer the process is
“supported by impressive ideological formations that include notions that certain territories and
people require and beseech domination.”23 This chapter examines cultural and environmental
exchange in North America as a result of colonialism to outline early North American
perspectives of species movement. European property laws and concepts of geography overarch
these varying perspectives in terms of legal authority and function as a part of an ordered, North
American landscape. Colonization represents a period of rapid change in the environmental
landscape which accelerates in the 19th and 20th centuries and reflects changes in perspectives on
the movement of people, plants, and animals. As European crops and livestock accompanied
European settlers, colonists used familiar species to maintain cultural traditions and create
remembered environments in unfamiliar surroundings.
Interactions between arriving colonizers and the landscape reflect Roderick Nash’s
analysis of white conceptions of unknown space in Wilderness and the American Mind as well as
Frederick Turner’s positioning of white European civilization in Beyond Geography: The
Western Spirit Against the Wilderness. Nash establishes a human fear of unknown space over a

23

Edward Said, Culture and Imperialism (New York: Random House, 1993), 9.
15

million years old as humans discovered fire and began clearing parts of Africa and living in open
plains. These areas facilitated humans’ primary biological advances: visual acuity and
intelligence. Humans desire light and open spaces in settlements and created wilderness as a
concept representing darkness and that which exists apart from civilization. Without civilization
to serve in opposition, wildness has no meaning and until civilization developed throughout
Europe wild areas remained largely shunned in favor of ordered agricultural environments and
structured communities.24
T.H. Watkins describes this European impulse to subdue the landscape as a “terrifying
subconscious condition that could not even be acknowledged,” referring to the use of ideological
formations of inferiority and Christian missionary zeal as guise for conquest rather than
acknowledging the reality that American Indians occupied the lands colonizers referred to as
wild.25 This perspective positions Nash’s analysis of early human development as distinctly
European. He correctly depicts a universal desire to be free from the mercy of nature, yet he fails
to acknowledge that this desire varies “in the degree and strength of its impulse.” 26 Colonial
efforts at conversion and civilization building “emphasized the capacity of rational thought to
render Christians lords of all earthly creation…united in the conception of the Earth as a divinely
created thing there for the enjoyment, instruction, and profit of man.” 27 This perspective
rationalizes the impact of colonization to non-Christian native settlers as well as provides
rationale for the early importation of European plants and animals and unsustainable agricultural
practices. The importation of species for economic and aesthetic purposes continues today,

24

Roderick Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1967), 8-9.
Frederick Turner, Beyond Geography: The Western Spirit Against the Wildnerness (New Brunswick: Rutgers
University Press, 1994), xxii.
26
ibid, 21.
27
ibid, 174.
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illustrating the perpetuation of European attitudes towards plants and animals into the 21st
century.
As colonial efforts began abroad, technological developments in Europe added increasing
barriers between people and the natural world, contributing to a “steadily building illusion of
independence from nature.” 28 Cities grew and ensuing poverty and disease demonstrated the
negative effects of close human contact, leading many European thinkers to reconceptualize
places apart from human development as ideal. 29 Wild space no longer represented human fears
of the unknown because Europeans mapped and controlled these areas. Changes in the
conception of wild space represent the cultural narration Scott Romine describes as part of “an
inside-outside theme which often defines the work of authenticity under a regime of cultural
reproduction.”30 Within this framework the insider culture represents an imagined unified group
functioning in opposition to perceived outside threats.
Cultural reproduction serves to unify the inside group against cultural change. In the
Enlightenment era mapping functioned to establish European control over geographical areas
and reposition areas as known (inside) rather than unknown (outside). The process of
reproducing cultural memories increases over time as a result of David Harvey’s interpretation of
time and space conflation. Global human movement and the technological developments
prefacing increased migration combine to alter human perception of the passage of time relative
to space with media and increasingly diverse human populations resulting in a sense of
compression of “our spatial and temporal world.” The ability of information to travel vast
geographical distance almost instantaneously collapses the idea that traversing space inherently

28

ibid, 25.
Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, xv-15.
30
Romine, The Real South, 18-21.
29
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requires time. Harvey maintains that this compression produces anxiety, sparking responses that
become part of cultural reproduction.31
Romine’s inside-outside binary establishes authenticity not as an intrinsic property but
rather as a cultural process aided by insider-outsider positioning. Integrating wild areas into
European civilization allowed for the idea of “pristine” natural areas, seen as authentic space
reflecting insider culture. From this perspective changes in wild space reflect threats to insider
culture, with species present since European arrival representing a part of that insider culture.
When recently arrived species change an area’s ecological composition they represent challenges
to this insider culture in the form of an unfamiliar, outside Other.
The concept of “authentic space” and of constructed space in general require
acknowledging Edward Soja’s distinction between space as an “environmental container of
human life” and “the organization and meaning of space” affecting culture and society. The
former is a metaphysical appreciation of space while the latter emphasizes the impact of human
concerns and asserts that space is also “a product literally filled with ideologies.”32 Human
action produces space while invasive species represent the ability of that same space to change
regardless of human intention. With this perspective authenticity exists as an imagined ideal, as
people produce all cultural productions and environmental space in North America, and there is
no opportunity to return to an unproduced space within the American environment.
The Enlightenment era represents a period of dramatic change in European conceptions
of space as a result of colonization which manifest themselves in cultural reproductions of the

31

David Harvey, The Condition of Post-Modernity: An Enquiry into the Origins of Cultural Change (Cambridge:
Blackwell, 1990), 202.
32
Edward Soja, Postmodern Geographies: The Reassertion of Space in Critical Social Theory (London: Verso,
1989), 79-80.
18

time.33 Harvey writes that for western explorers, “voyages of discovery produced an astounding
flow of knowledge about a wider world that had somehow to be absorbed and represented.” This
shows a change from feudalism in which locality dominates economic, political, and legal
obligations. Enlightenment thinkers responded to these changes by defining property rights in
land and territorial boundaries, enabling these thinkers to view “place” in global spatial order and
to figuratively shape the physical landscape, a process soon to be literally demonstrated through
vast conquests of wildness throughout the colonies.34
Mapping and early explorations of the North American environment also reflect the
maintenance of cultural memory described in Cities of the Dead. Joseph Roach’s work on
cultural performance establishes surrogation as the primary method of perpetuating cultural
memory. The surrogation process works as a resolution to the reality that no cultural ritual can be
repeated in exactly the same way just as the natural environment consistently changes. Cultural
reproduction requires replacing former versions of cultural processes with new ritual in order to
seamlessly maintain an imagined cultural memory. 35 Surrogation appears in pre-modern
collective cultures in ritual practice and this process continues into the 21st century. Harvey’s
analysis of time-space compression illustrates that increased cultural anxiety arises from
perceived global cultural exchange and requires additional surrogation as collective cultures
appear increasingly threatened by “outside” forces. Scott Romine argues that cultural
reproduction requires narration to reconcile “the culture we have and the culture we want,”
indicating the malleability of what humans perceive as wildness and constructed space or local
33
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and global cultures. These ideas remain in flux and shift historically to fit changing cultural
norms which shift regardless of place specificity.36
Early European voyages to the New World also necessitated changes in European
conceptions of wild space, as early explorers faced conditions similar to those in Europe
centuries earlier and with these conditions fear of the unknown returned. The pioneers associated
wildness with hardship and danger, though as colonization progressed visiting Europeans living
in congested city environments abroad saw North American areas untouched by technology as
representative of a pastoral ideal belied by the labor required to survive in early colonial
conditions. As colonists increasingly came to control their surrounding environment they came
to assume conceptions of wild space as ideal, replicating the changes centuries earlier in Europe
as human technology distanced people from a fear of unknown environments.37 Romine’s insideoutside binary explains the changes over time in conceptions of wild space in both North
America and Europe. Colonists expanded settlements and simultaneously removed Indian
Americans to geographical areas defined as apart from white wild space and civilization in order
to establish European culture as the country’s inside culture, with native culture increasingly
perceived as outside of the national imaginary. Indian trade routes broke down as white settlers
increasingly pushed into unsettled territory and established new routes and boundaries.38
The spread of capitalism concurrent with European colonization contributed to this
spatial conquest in the New World. As settlers moved west they cleared more or less
indiscriminately, moving from one area to the next as populations increased and industry
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developed.39 Capitalism encourages this position, particularly in a new environment with ample
resources. Early settlers also continued to associate the clearing of wilderness positively with the
creation of human civilization, in part due to the vast resources the continent seemed to offer.
Naming towns, building fences, managing waterways and clearing land all represent the
conquering of space while the privatization of space promotes capital acquisition and unequal
power structures which also dominate European colonization. In European cultural narrative
these changes facilitated positive progress through civilization and Christianity.
Both civilization and wildness represent European imaginings of geography with origins
in the Enlightenment and reflect Harvey’s representation of space as an active force in cultural
change. Roderick Nash works with wildness primarily in opposition to civilization, but fails to
integrate these ideals into European property laws and conceptions of land and space following
the Enlightenment and the demise of the feudal system. Colonization marks not only the
conquest of indigenous American people but also the implementation of European space-time
models and cultural anxieties onto American land. Here it is important to emphasize that while
these models survive today they do not represent the entirety of American perspectives on land
and property rights. American Indians who lost property following the implementation of
European laws often contested the outcome of land negotiation and continue to do so today.
While European explorers’ mapped and spread across North America native cultures
watched their populations and rights diminish. American Indians living on the continent prior to
settlement also altered the natural environment in some ways but their smaller population
numbers, less industrially developed societies, and lack of uniquely European anxiety as a result
of exploration led to distinct differences in their relationship to space and place. Numerous
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opinions exist regarding the relationship between American Indians and the environment, which must all
be acknowledged as somewhat hypothetical given the impact of colonization and the myriad of cultures
existing prior to European arrival, some of which have little written record. Scholars like Frederick
Turner argue that Native Americans felt a spiritual connection to the land which indicates that their land
use would differ dramatically from Europeans. Others argue that given time and population growth
American Indian populations would eventually come to assume land use patterns similar to European
colonists. 40

As European Americans increasingly conquered space across the United States American
Indians places steadily receded, importantly placed apart from places seen as “wild” in a white
European context. American Indians conflicted with colonial property rights because they served
as reminders that white settlers might not “own” the land on which they lived regardless of clear
title and that conceptions of the wilderness and civilization rely on an expulsion of cultures
existing prior to European settlement.
Germs represent the most devastating invasive species to Native American populations,
arriving with both settlers and slaves. Rather than representing a disruption to white conceptions
of wildness and civilization, disease only fueled European entitlement to land as Native
American populations decreased rapidly due to primarily malaria and smallpox. Early in the
colonial era both groups lacked knowledge of how the diseases spread and sometimes imbued
outbreaks with religious significance.41 Christian settlers saw abandoned native settlements as a
positive message from God, while horrified indigenous tribes watched numbers dwindle and
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wondered if disease meant divine retribution.42 The impact of colonization to Native American
populations mirrors the ensuing impact of introduced plants and animals to the North American
landscape. In this way Indian American experience stands apart from European conceptions of
wildness and civilization, as the effort to civilize North America on the part of Europe ended
with the total loss of some Indian American cultures.
While American Indians represent a variety of groups and environmental attitudes
Timothy Silver writes that generally speaking “men and other living things were not as sharply
separated as they were in the cosmology of western Europeans.”43 Cherokee Indians recognize
that increases in their population corresponded to changes in their surrounding plants and
animals and ask forgiveness before consuming plants and animals. Incorporating these ideas into
native belief systems partially explains American Indians’ reluctance to tame wild beasts. Silver
argues that while Indians had to destroy plants and animals in order to survive they
simultaneously recognized themselves as spiritual kin. Regardless Americans Indians did hunt
extensively, exterminating several species of large mammals prior to European arrival. They also
cultivated crops and continued to hunt deer and other game following the extinction of large
mammals, ultimately indicating that the environmental impact of colonists as opposed to
Americans Indians will remain unclear.44 For most American Indian groups the spread of
colonization brought changes to land use as groups could no longer hunt seasonally across large
stretches of land as settlers spread into new areas.
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The successful spread of colonists across North America brought with it the development
of an agricultural economy reliant on slave labor.45 Many American Indians died following
enslavement, unable to withstand diseases arriving with slaves and Europeans. Malaria proved
particularly harmful to American Indians and black resistance to this disease allowed many
African slaves to outlive their American Indian counterparts.46 Slaves also largely facilitated the
conversion of unmapped lands into civilized, agricultural landscapes, particularly in the South.
Their legal position as chattel reinforced white property laws and their participation in the
agricultural economy facilitated the emergence of large scale farming and monoculture practices
which continue to impact the spread and prominence of invasive species.
Colonists’ efforts to establish settlements and regional economies initiated the
importation of a variety of plants and animals to North America. Settlers did not see these
introductions as invasive; early arrivals depended on these supplies for survival while later
established settlers saw economic and cultural incentive for importing British crops and
livestock. At this time colonists retained ties to British goods because they had yet to establish
their own country containing its own imaginary, unified culture. Later representations of
American plants and animals changed this pattern of importing British flora and fauna, though
crops and animals used for economic purposes did not receive scrutiny in the same way as
species imported for aesthetic value. Colonists imported all but one of the main crops grown on
plantations (tobacco), including rice, cotton, and sugar cane. The importation of these cash crops
significantly influenced the subsequent importation of labor, livestock, and other fruits and
vegetables.47
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Foodways in the colonies largely depended on “the region’s cash crop and the workforce
required to process it.”48 New Englanders began importing livestock in the early 1600s and a
preference for livestock as opposed to hunting native game led to a consistently high demand for
imported cattle, pigs, and chickens. Colonists also planted imported vegetables like cabbage and
potatoes, which were staples in British recipes of the era.49 When necessity required, colonists
had few qualms with eating native plants and animals yet economic prosperity typically brought
with it the maintenance of European eating habits. This reflects the surrogation of cultural
memory as colonists used cooking with familiar foods as a way to maintain traditions, but also
eventually incorporated some food items present in North America prior to their arrival like corn.
This surrogation process also occurred within slave communities, as slave gardens
incorporated New World food items with European leftovers and African traditions. Both
colonists and slaves eating habits reflect the cultural exchange occurring as Indians, slaves, and
settlers interacted. Early slave gardens in the Chesapeake region included African foods such as
yams, peanuts, rice, and dried beans, meaning that though slave owners ultimately dictated the
food slaves would eat, they took advantage of opportunities to preserve home culinary traditions
when allowed—in the same way that early colonists maintained European traditions when able.50
New Englanders maintained European food traditions most strongly because their lack of a
staple crop left time and space for extensive gardens, while their separation from American
Indians and slaves helped isolate traditions for a longer period. Colonies economically focused
on crops like tobacco in the Chesapeake region relied more heavily on imports, leading some
48
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Europeans to eat little produce before colonies became established. Virginia aristocrat William
Byrd’s diary details his diet in the early 1700s and includes numerous entries mentioning only
meat, particularly beef and pork.51 Through these eating habits Byrd displays a reluctance to
sway from traditional British staples, avoiding New World crops grown in the area.
Prior to the development of the concept of a distinctly American food system invasive
species ironically worked to reinforce insider culture for immigrants. The importation of British
plants and animals reoriented space in the North American environment away from American
Indians agricultural practices and towards Enlightenment ideas of order and farming as
Europeans expanded across the country. Not all plants and animals served economic purpose;
colonists brought domesticated pets and decorative plants along with unintentionally introduced
species following human movement. European immigrants’ reactions to invasive species reflect
their own position as a species in an unfamiliar environment. Colonists’ immediate surroundings
did not reflect their cultural memory; European narrative united those memories to European
plants and animals. Colonial space making utilized non-native species to create constructed
European environments, but inevitably these environments do not survive the passage of time,
and must also accommodate political change.
The American Revolution brought with it attempts to take plants and animals imported
from Britain and imbue them with “American” characteristics. As American kitchens previously
sought to replicate British norms, a break with the motherland required Europeans to establish
livestock, plants, and traditions imported from Europe with an authentic American identity to
match their own. For their part European writers criticized American livestock as inferior, with
French naturalist Georges-Louis Leclerc writing that “animals common both to the old and new
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world are smaller in the latter…and on the whole it exhibits fewer species.”52 Americans
responded to these criticisms by distinguishing their land as uncorrupt as a result of honest
cultivation. Crevecoeur argues that “farming is the only honest way to acquire wealth” and
through farming and land cultivation America becomes an agrarian promised land serving as a
contrast to a morally corrupt European society destroyed by technology and an ensuing
disconnect from the landscape. This binary returns to confront Americans in the wake of the
Gilded Age, as their own perceived disconnect from the landscape threatens an imagined ideal
America.
Soja argues that while humans construct space, space also impacts people. Applied
geography – geography as mapped and measured, encourages humans to lose sight of the ability
of space to mutate and influence. Soja characterizes mapped space as dead on a page, and notes
that it also encourages devotion to governmental representations of land, in this era reinforcing
white ownership. 53 For colonists the power of space manifests itself largely in the soil, as the
development of cash crop economies and the evolution of regional eating habits largely reflects
the work force and cash crops grown in an area. Space forced colonists to integrate their
surrounding environment into daily life, and changing cultural narrative facilitated this process,
culminating in the emergence of imaginary local, regional, and national American identities both
defining and being influenced by space.
There is a distinction between this idea of local as a specific geographical setting and the
idea of locality as a cultural production. Arjun Appadurai defines locality as “relational or
contextual rather than scalar or spatial” and as a result positions locality as inside relative to
Romine’s inside-outside cultural binary, where it functions as an imagined space holding desired
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insider cultural attributes.54 This process can be extended to regional and national identity
formations, illustrating that cultural exchange works beyond human-documented geographical
borders.
European introduced invasive species facilitated the maintenance of insider culture in a
new environment. In this way they fail to produce anxiety on the part of colonists as they do not
disturb their perception of the environment or their control over it. This chapter establishes the
transmission of Enlightenment era spatial order in order to explain later reactions to invasive
species in North America, while also arguing that species introductions concurrent with
European arrival do not reflect that anxiety but rather reinforce European insistence on spatial
production. European livestock and crops largely reflect attempts to control locality and inscribe
European culture into their newly discovered space. Unintentionally introduced diseases
facilitated the importation of this new landscape onto North America as they minimized existing
cultures.
As colonists became Americans, global changes prompted shifts in perspectives on
invasive species. Advances in biology encouraged the importation of some species, largely for
aesthetic reasons or to advance agriculture. With these deliberate introductions came reluctance
on the part of some citizens as newly arrived species interacted with colonists’ known
environments.
Plants and animals grown as food exist somehow outside debate concerning species
movement, although they represent the first deliberate introductions in North America. This
illustrates that ultimately concern regarding species movement depends more on perceived
threats to human concerns than to environmental stability. Monoculture activity in the South
beginning in the colonial era and continuing into the 21st century arguably represents greater
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environmental harm than invasive species, yet farming also represents part of an imagined
American identity. Rather than rely on plants and animals eaten by American Indian groups,
European settlers chose to maintain agrarian practices to facilitate cultural maintenance and to
civilize what they viewed as a backwards region. Late 19th century expansion within global
capitalism and ensuing patterns of human and plant migration bring changes to this perspective,
as immigrants along with specific plants and animals come to assume the position of Other
working outside an imagined insider culture. This framework can only be imagined after
Europeans establish cultural memories tied to the North American environment
Jennifer Rae Greeson notes that early national literature positions the United States as an
idyllic and pastoral nation, in contrast to depictions of Europe as polluted and industrialized.55
The building of a distinctly American identity also required a union between the idealized traits
of North Americans and citizens’ surrounding plants and animals. Greeson also notes that during
the 19th century authors used the idea of cohesive American South as a “geographic other.” The
South embodied the characteristics of other underdeveloped “formerly colonial peripheries,”
highlighting the differences between the economy of the North and South within the United
States.56
The Deep South’s intensive agriculture required large populations of slaves, and the end
of slavery brought with it changes in the representation of African Americans within European
spatial order. White Americans defined slaves as property, part of a system of laws designed to
maintain European control of North America. The potential of African Americans to own
property represented a new role for blacks within North American society, and corresponding
responses from white Americans to curtail this right illustrates the discomfort many Europeans
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felt when non-white North Americans received the ability to control their surrounding landscape,
The appearance of minority Americans in spaces white’s defined as “American” challenged
growing nationalist representations of North American society.
The abolition of slavery also allowed Romantic writers to imagine both the North and
South as aligned to a single center of cultural production, despite consistent challenges to this
imagined canon from southerners as well as other minority authors.57 The ability of North
American writers to advance the idea of a superior American nation coincides with a period of
rapid industrialization in the northeast United States as a part of global capitalist expansion. As
writers and politicians advance a singular, nationalist culture the labor demands of capitalism
required the movement of immigrants in North America. These immigrants also represent
challenges to an imagined national character, and authors responded to these challenges by
advancing specific North American plants and animals in favor of other species associated with
outside cultures.
The Colonial period marks the beginning of the process of time space conflation David
Harvey describes as well as the beginning of the continued deliberate and unintentional human
introduction of species in North America. As a result this time serves to clearly illustrate the
importance of maintaining insider cultural memories in North America. It also shows the
inevitable interconnectedness of this process to global capitalism and the movement of people
and information this system produces, because this global movement necessitates greater
accommodation to cultural change. The global economy also propels the deliberate introduction
of species for economic gain, which begins in this era and continues to the present.
The introduction of species in North America continues steadily throughout the 19th
century, though this time offers little written reflection on the process prior to the 1880s. The
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lack of written reactions to species movement reflects both the lack of nationalist significance
attributed to certain plants and animals as well as the lack of scientific knowledge regarding the
origins of specific species.
Chapter two moves into the late 19th and early 20th centuries to illustrate growing white
North American reactions to specific species as nationalism, conservation, and scientific
advancement combine to create a growing movement against the deliberate importation of some
plants and animals. As colonial arrivals imported plants and animals their primary concern was
establishing a home both culturally and environmentally. Once established, Europeans began to
question the importation and spread of some plants and animals. The corresponding acceleration
of global capitalism reflects the importance of the movement of goods and information in
reactions to changes in the environment. The global economy exacerbated the movement of
species into different areas and this combined with the movement of people and culture
challenges individual conceptions of the relationship between cultural memory and the
surrounding environment.
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CHAPTER TWO: TEDDY ROOSEVELT, CHANNING COPE, AND KUDZU
Connecting early environmental conservation and American nationalism to the economics of
species movement and the imagined qualities within species plants and animals.
In 1880 Frederick Law Olmstead and botanist Charles Sprague Sargent argued over the
introduction of new species along the muddy river near Boston. Olmsted disliked the careless
importation of species, but did not wish to “taboo all trees coming from over the sea.” Sargent
took a different position, claiming that “far-fetched” species “inevitably produce inharmonious
results.”58 This debate illustrates escalating conflicts regarding species introduction at the close
of the 19th century, which coincide to fin de siècle changes in conceptions of nation and space
congruent with the Industrial Revolution and the expansion of global capitalism. White European
American anxiety over the movement of plants and animals into the country during these
decades reflects an inside-outside cultural positioning, in which an imagined shared culture
perceives outside cultures as threatening.59
Other Americans feared recently arrived species for their potential economic impact,
though this concern ultimately also reflects consumers’ subjective value judgments. Concern
over species movement reflects changes to a cultural landscape white Americans defined using
plants and animals in the surrounding environment, imbuing these species with positive
characteristics while positioning unwanted species as invading hordes threatening the
environment. This construction reflects geographically maintained social order in which
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European Americans dominated other people, plants and animals on the continent. This
domination combined with the spread of capitalism produces a paradox in which Americans
simultaneously continue to import and use species from other countries for aesthetic and
economic purposes while also attempting to control or remove species for the same reasons.
An invasive plant species present in a large portion of the southeastern United States,
kudzu, works to illustrate North American reactions to invasive species in the late 19th and early
20th centuries and points to future efforts at eradication and control of species Americans
perceive as pests. Analyzing an invasive species located in the South also troubles the
representation of nationalism as a finite cultural parameter dictating all reactions to species
movement in North America during this era. Southerners at the end of the 19th century did not
only imagine a national identity; they also imagined local and regional identities and the
parameters of these identities potentially conflicted. While many published American reactions
to new species reflect nationalist ideals, early proponents of kudzu in the South depict the plant
as distinctly southern.
The introduction of kudzu at the World’s Fair in 1876 produces economic and cultural
changes working beyond imagined regional and national identities as it produces a myriad of
reactions in different Americans despite perceived group affiliations. People give plants and
animals regional and national qualities to preserve these labels and subsequent changes to the
environment threaten the tie between imagined regional cultural ideals and specific species. The
loss of species tied to group identity functions as a visual representation of the imagined impact
of outside forces on a homogenous authentic culture.60 The eventual incorporation of kudzu into
food, music, and mainstream media reflects the inevitability of cultural change and the ensuing
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accommodations within memory and performance. Joseph Roach characterizes this process as
surrogation. In less theoretical terms, the inability of scientists and farmers to get rid of the plant
forced its incorporation into daily life in the region.
Edward Soja describes the fin de siècle extending from the French Revolution to the
Russian revolution as a period of turbulent global change as a result of capitalism. These changes
produce a crisis in conceptions of space and time following the Industrial Revolution, and
westerners embed the construction of social geography as a result of capitalism to cope with the
migration the system requires.61 Acceleration in the movement of plants and animals exacerbated
the western perspective of a “collapse of space through time” and as capitalism extended
globally this phenomenon extended beyond European consciousness.62 White North Americans
began to correlate species movement with unchecked migration, both a result of capitalism and
colonization. Much like concern following the introduction of new species these fears
paradoxically coexist with an economic need to import people, plants, and animals for capitalist
expansion. Migrating people threaten established cultural norms because these norms function in
conjunction with perceived geographical boundaries. As migrants traverse these boundaries they
bring cultural change, which threatens an imagined unified culture existing within a state
boundary.
Peter Coates’s work Strangers in the Land examines species movement and migration
looking specifically for ties to American nationalism and finds that “as Americans established
national parks…they were distancing themselves from certain biotic forms not American in
origin” in a process of “identification and rejection”63 Coates correctly identifies the process of
inclusion and exclusion taking place during this era; however, he positions nationalism as an
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impetus for xenophobia rather than recognizing both phenomena as a larger symptom of anxiety
regarding global capitalism and increased migration. He concludes that the 21st century no longer
reflects “ties between conservation and prejudice” because American “racism is largely gone.”64
While he accurately acknowledges that overtly racist policy has decreased throughout the 20th
century this framework leaves little room to compare 21st century reactions to historic
environmental policy and legislation attempting to control species movement. He argues that
reactions to invasive species during his period of study (1890-1920) reflect racism while later
reactions represent concern over ecological diversity, but scientists continue to debate the
objectivity of species diversity because economic value as well as sentimental attachment to
specific plants and animals may interfere with attempts to maintain species within a system. 21st
century legislation and media reports continue to use words like alien and exotic to define
species and while the establishment of invasion biology has initiated an effort to think critically
about the terminology people use to define species human bias continues to impact how people
perceive plants and animals. This analysis works to show reactions to invasive species as part of
an inside-outside cultural process occurring cyclically over time, with American political policy
in the early 20th century reflecting a nationalist perspective functioning within this framework.
E.J. Hobsbawm defines nationalism as a “principle which holds that the political and
national unit should be congruent” and within this analysis it provides rationale for the political
and legal changes surrounding migrants and invasive species during this era. 1884 marks the
union of concepts of nation and government in Spain’s national dictionary, which fits neatly
within the fin de siècle as a part of changes as a result of capitalism and imperialism.65 Rising
anxiety regarding migration of labor required for expanding capitalism exacerbated nationalism,
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as the increasing ability of people, and other species, to traverse space reinforced North
American desire to maintain a sense of what was “American” in the face of increasing cultural
and environmental change propelled by demands for immigrant labor in North America.
Nationalism fails to fully encompass the minds of individuals within a nation-state. It
reflects official state ideologies but may be inferior to other sets of identifications within social
being, meaning that while an individual may identify as a North American they may also identify
as a southerner or an Alabamian and these affiliations may assume a greater importance in
identity formation. The use of kudzu to illustrate American attitudes towards species movement
provides an opportunity to illustrate this phenomenon as the introduction of the plant occurs
shortly following the Civil War and long before reconciliation between the state governments of
the southeast and the larger national government. Southerners reacted to the plant as Americans
and as local and regional farmers threatened economically by the plant’s spread. As a principle,
nationalism functions within Romine’s inside-outside binary as an imagined inside culture
threatened by outside forces. In this way while nationalism may reflect political will more than
the reality of cultural change its use by governments and American writers illustrates reactions to
migration of people, plants, and animals in the same way that early colonial importation of
livestock and later 21st century efforts to maintain established species also serve to maintain
cultural memory.66
North American colonial arrivals imported plants and animals at will to facilitate cultural
continuity and continued to import species for economic and aesthetic purposes into the 20th
century while simultaneously becoming cautious of ostensibly foreign flora and fauna. From
both a cultural and economic perspective this change is unsurprising, as some species brought
from Europe and Asia began to threaten economic resources while also threaten North American
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landscapes residents’ perceived as authentic. The establishment of authentic North American
environments within nationalism relies on Roderick Nash’s representation of idyllic wildness,
which propels the establishment of legally protected wild spaces as respites from civilization.
Incorporating these places into Romine’s theory of cultural narrative shows that changes to
legally defined wild space represent threats to American nationalism, as the construction of these
spaces incorporates the natural environment into an imagined cultural identity. Early
conservation efforts and nationalist sentiment align with an increase in the global movement of
species and a corresponding human effort to control the movement of plants and animals.
Conservation efforts and attempts to control species movement increase in conjunction with
increased migration and the perception that this movement of people and information removes
boundaries and cultural specificity.
During this era wild spaces became adopted into a white American imaginary as pristine
reminders of human origin as well as aesthetically pleasing respites from urbanity.67 This
transition is attributable to the final clearing and mapping of America taking place in the 19th
century. Hunters followed railroads and the military across the West in the latter half of the
century to provide supplies for both enterprises. Between 1872 and 1874 explorers killed over 3
million buffalo, and had driven the animal to near extinction by the early 1880s.68 The
advancement of Europeans into the West also meant further displacement of Plains tribes in the
area with Frederick Turner writing that “though the infant American government from time to
time made some noises and gestures of protection, it was powerless against its citizens who
meant to grab lands and then clear them of all vestiges of nature.”69 Frieda Knobloch describes
this process of clearing and taming the West as agriculture functioning as colonization, with the
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clearing and subsequent agricultural use of forests serving to civilize and improve the land in the
minds of European settlers.70
This “pruning and leveling” of the New World brings with it a desire to maintain some
wildness as a counterpoint to successful civilization. Turner argues that after white Europeans
traverse the continent to the point that “none could fear becoming lost in it” they began to
consider the consequences of their conquest, which propels early efforts to conserve parts of the
environment.71 Historians credit Teddy Roosevelt as first president acknowledging this tension
between continental conquest and conservation. Capitalist expansion across America and beyond
required extensive use of environmental resources, but Americans’ increasingly valued these
resources as indicative of white European American history. Roosevelt positioned big business
as largely responsible for environmental harm, advocating for individual property ownership
while also increasing the acreage preserved within the park system from 43 million acres to 234
million acres between 1901 and 1909.72
Roosevelt advocated for the conservation of American wild spaces, while defining them
as white and masculine.73 The president saw national monuments as having ancient history in
contrast to the country’s own relatively recent beginnings and valued wild spaces as
representative of a national past.74 His perspective on conservation also illustrates an important
facet of American environmental consciousness: human maintenance of nature provides for its
future human use and enjoyment. During a 1909 African safari Roosevelt and his party killed or
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trapped more than 11,397 animals suggesting that while he valued wild spaces in the fabric of
national consciousness his appreciation of the wild did not supersede his desire to control it and
use it for human advantage.75 Roosevelt’s recreational use of space in North America represents
an effort on the part of white Europeans to create cultural memories in the United States.
Hunting, catching, and eating wild game functions to integrate plants and animals into cultural
memories, while preserving these areas as largely elite white spaces reinforces a nationalist
history of America space originating with European arrival.
Roosevelt also continued the pattern of separating American Indians from formerly held
territory, while additionally preserving the territory as a national wild space. The separation of
the land from its original inhabitants in order to facilitate the maintenance of an imagined
national culture positions nationalism as something that “sometimes takes pre-existing cultures
and turns them into nations, sometimes invents them, and often obliterates pre-existing cultures.”
76

The environment, as perceived by Roosevelt as timeless and inherently American, could not

serve as a geographical representation of American ideals unless it also represented whiteness
and economic prosperity.
When a space becomes tied to a historical national identity, unanticipated environmental
changes produce anxiety for governments because they represent threats to cultural homogeneity
and in some cases economic growth. A legally defined wild space may still be used for capital
acquisition, as has historically been the case with logging operations in national forests. 77 In this
way the government incorporates both wild and agricultural space within capitalism, illustrating
the tension between use and conservation within the system. Capitalism seeks unending capital
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acquisition, suggesting that resources should be used until exhausted.78 The continuing viability
of industry requires these resources, though, and as a result the government must oscillate
between accommodating and restricting resource intense operations like logging as well as
addressing the impact of insects and bugs which threaten capitalist enterprises.
White elite American opposition to species movement during this time relied on imbuing
species viewed as “American” with similarly American characteristics. Nature writer John
Burroughs characterized the robin as “one of the most native and democratic of our birds; he is
one of the family and seems nearer to us than those rare, exotic visitants.”79 Species North
American writers saw as a part of their surrounding environment became part of their version of
North America, which often reinforced nationalist rhetoric reflecting a white ideal American
environment free from introductions of other species and cultures.
When species unexpectedly populate an area its inhabitants can no longer “take it for
granted—assuming that this is the way it naturally had to be.”80 This reaction applies not only to
space North Americans view as wild but also to agricultural and urban landscapes. Reactions to
environmental change during this era become particularly anxious when species pose threats to
established economic resources. A prime example is the boll weevil, arriving in the late 19th
century from Mexico and Central America and causing around $14 billion in damage to the
South’s cotton economy.81 The unintentional introduction of this species occurs near the
intentional importation of kudzu, illustrating that the economic loss following an introduction
fails to prevent the importation of other plants and animals for economic gain. These
introductions occur during the nascence of conservation efforts and as such scientific value
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placed on species diversity did not serve as stated impetus for debate over species movement.
Instead the government considered economic impact as well as implications for national unity.
Elite white concern over species movement during this time reflects fears of an outside Other
culture manifested as nationalist rhetoric as well as the recognition that plants and animals
brought unintentionally and intentionally via capitalism posed potential economic risk.
The end of the 19th century also represents a time when deliberate species introduction
occurred often, which tapered off into the 20th century as a series of introductions backfired and
coincided with increasing advances in scientific understanding of ecological communities.82
Government agriculture officials continued to import crops into North America including
oranges, grapes, pistachios, and soybeans and maintained that the economic success of
discovered nations depended in some part on the ability of colonists to determine which plants
and animals might thrive there and then “distribute exotic economic plants throughout the
colony.”83 European Americans brought English birds like the starling and sparrow in the middle
of the 19th century, and by its close the two birds thrived across large parts of North America.
Their presence ironically aroused the most concern amongst white men of British decent who felt
the British birds threatened a species present in America prior to European arrival – the carrier
pigeon.84 North Americans prized the carrier pigeon as a food source, undoubtedly largely
contributing to its minimization and subsequent valorization as a species lost because of “alien
invasion.”85
Japanese investors introduced kudzu at the 1876 Philadelphia World’s Fair and later at
the 1883 New Orleans Expedition. Presented at these introductions as a decorative vine, visitors
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purchased the plant primarily as a porch shade advertised as both easy to grow and maintain. The
World’s Fair represents a time when many Americans experienced the effects of increased global
trade and migration (one in five Americans visited the Philadelphia expedition) and kudzu serves
as a representation of that increased interaction. Americans planting kudzu for decorative
purposes recognized the plant as an aesthetically positive representation of global capitalism.
Horticulturalist Thomas Hogg also mailed the plant’s seeds home from Japan during his work
there between 1862 and 1874, which led to their sale in New York for livestock feed. 86 In the
early 1900s the plant primarily served these two purposes, and was planted in both the northern
and southern United States. Kudzu thrives in areas with mild winters and long growing seasons
though, making the southeastern United States primarily the region where the plant spread and
continues to thrive, though climate change will enable the plant to spread into other regions of
the country.
In the early 1900s local entrepreneurs and the government began to market kudzu as a
miracle vine in the South, and this representation led to its expansive cultivation as a cure for soil
erosion. Many southerners reacted with suspicion at initial advertising of the plant, but economic
incentive from the government persuaded farmers to cultivate kudzu. The Civilian Conversation
Corps planted kudzu on public lands while the Department of Agriculture paid farmers $8.00 to
plant kudzu on their property. 87 Simultaneously prominent local businessmen began promoting
the plant in speeches as a way to heal the environmental harm of the South during the previous
decades of intense farming. Channing Cope was one of these men – a conservationist and
Georgian who advocated kudzu from his daily radio show and articles in the Atlanta Constitution
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Journal.88 Cope saw the plant as a cure for the harm caused by intense agriculture and as such a
way to provide salvation to the South, writing that “a strange ecstasy lifts a southerners’ heart
and exalts their language when they get together to praise kudzu.”89
Understanding Cope’s endorsement of kudzu as a cultural savior requires examining the
South’s environmental changes from the beginning of the Gilded Age to the onset of the Great
Depression. The region lacked the North’s burgeoning conservation movement and much of the
region’s staple crop—cotton, was grown by tenant farmers lacking access and funds to maintain
soil quality. Sharecropping exacerbated soil erosion, culminating in the loss of more than 6 cubic
miles of soil in the southern Piedmont by 1920.90 Environmentally degraded land, coupled with
the boll weevil, poverty, and disease, precipitated attempts by the US government and men like
Channing Cope to affix the image of kudzu to a changing, progressive South.
This representation of kudzu coexists with warnings regarding the plant’s ability to
spread, which began in the early 1900s. Department of Agriculture plant scientist David
Fairchild failed to eradicate kudzu from his backyard after an experimental planting. In 1938 he
wrote that kudzu eventually forced him to sell the property, though his warning did little to deter
the spread of the plant for decorative purposes and later erosion control.91 The desire to use
kudzu to offset previous environmental damage outweighed early warnings regarding its ability
to grow, illustrating that Americans historically incorporate new species into their environment
for economic purposes without fully considering the long term impact of these species. This
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practice began in the colonial era and continues today despite greater scientific understanding of
the effects of interactions between previously distinct ecosystems.
The government-sponsored cultivation of kudzu combined with the plant’s ability to
grow a foot per day led to its spread across large parts of the region by the 1950s. As the vine
spread its ability to replenish soil nutrients following decades of monoculture crop growth
became secondary to its ability to overgrow railways, houses, streets, and other plants. The
economy of the South also shifted to accommodate increasing logging activities which kudzu
threatened due to its ability to overgrow trees. Figure three at the end of this chapter offers an
example of its ability to cover trees in an area.92 The government’s position on the plant changed,
as it no longer provided the seeds to farmers and instead began efforts to control the plant’s
spread. In 1953 the Department of Agriculture no longer recommended it as a cover crop and in
1970 officially declared it a “weed.” Despite this declaration state governments in the Southeast
maintain a variety of management strategies towards the plant, with states surrounding the South
enforcing stricter protections to keep kudzu at bay than Deep South states in which the plant
already thrives. 93 Figure two shows local management of a kudzu patch at a lake recreation area
outside Oxford, Mississippi. Figure four shows the appearance of the plant as it dies during the
winter months. Though the plant appears dead its roots live through the winter and it regrows to
cover a larger area the following year when unmanaged.94
Anna Eskridge and Derek Aldermann attribute the language employed in anti-kudzu
legislation from Illnois, Kansas, and Missouri to an Othering of the South, shifting inside-outside
cultural conflict away from fin de siècle nationalist representations. In nationalist rhetoric
proliferating species from outside the nation threaten an imagined national identity within North
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American borders. Eskridge and Aldermann argue that kudzu represents an environmental Other,
which Americans outside the South perceive as a “morally and socially corrupt force” moving
upward from the South while also defining it as a “southern problem” apart from the rest of the
nation.95 This language identifies kudzu specifically with the geographical boundaries of the
South and also relies on the assumption of an imagined culture functioning in conjunction with
this boundary. The Missouri legislation uses fear-inducing language to prompt residents to
destroy kudzu and prevent its spread. This language includes war metaphors and personification
of kudzu’s effects in the past tense, suggesting that the South has lost a battle against an invader
which now threatens other states.96 Legislation and public debate surrounding species movement
consistently used this terminology throughout the 19th and 20th centuries and the practice
continues today. The majority of negative North American reactions to species movement do not
address the U.S. South. This indicates that Eskridge and Aldermann’s argument that the South
serves as an environmental other represents an outside influence corrupting an imagined ideal
insider environment as part of a process of inside-outside cultural imagining.
Within the southernmost United States (Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, Florida,
Louisiana) the plant’s entrenchment necessitates its accommodation into southern myth through
Roach’s process of memory creation known as surrogation. Surrogation uses performance to
integrate the environment into culture. Kudzu balls, festivals, and beauty pageants crowning
kudzu queens began in the 1940s and continue today. Southerners living near kudzu also utilize
the plant as a food source. Diane Hoots and Juanita Baldwin’s ode to kudzu The Vine to Love or
Hate includes recipe for kudzu blossom jelly, fried kudzu leaves, stir fry kudzu, and kudzu
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salad.97 In 1994 a gorilla at the Atlanta Zoo was named Kudzu and the word has also been used
to name residential streets and a North Mississippi radio station.98 Eating kudzu and
incorporating the word into artistic expression represents cultural accommodation to
environmental change.
Not all artistic expression surrounding kudzu worked to incorporate the plant, though.
James Dickey’s famous poem to kudzu opens with “Japan invades” and repeatedly refers to
kudzu as “they” and “them”, consistently humanizing and Othering the plant as though it
represents more than economic threat.99 Scientists continue to work towards eradicating kudzu,
and it currently requires extensive financial investment and tenacity to remove the plant from an
area, and sometimes requires both simply to keep patches from expanding. It can be removed,
given repeated, extensive herbicide treatments and time.100 The environment may provide its
own solution to kudzu’s spread without human interference, illustrating that over time species
introductions become managed through the natural evolution of species within an ecosystem.
Areas may not initially contain predators for introduced species but develop them over time.
Bean plastifids, an insect from Asia, appeared in Atlanta in 2009 and have now spread
throughout Georgia and South Carolina. The bugs were unintentionally introduced, and because
their arrival is recent scientists are unsure how they traveled to the United States. These beetles
feed on kudzu, and some scientists estimate they may consume as much as one third of the 7
million acres the plant currently occupies. Some southerners living near kudzu patches hail the
bugs as a way to remove a pest from their property, while others making kudzu jelly and other
products from the plant feel that its removal would mean a loss for the southern environment.
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The bugs currently have no known predators within the country, like many other recently arrived
species at their initial point of introduction including kudzu and Asian carp.101 The development
of a predator for kudzu and subsequent reactions to threats against the plant illustrate the
effectiveness of Roach’s performance theory as well as the ability of the natural environment to
accommodate species movement. The government perceives the increase and decrease in
numbers of animals in conjunction with their human impact, working within too short a time
frame to accommodate an evolutionary perspective.
When viewing the movement of plants and animals from the perspective of the history of
North America the ability of its environment to rebound and reestablish species diversity
becomes undeniable. The nearly virtual extinction of all organisms around 65 million years ago
yielded an ecology in which almost all species arrived from other ecosystems. Immediately after
the explosion the continent consisted only of brown rocks and mud. Centuries later a relative of
the Malaysian climbing fern occupied 70 to 100 percent of living material in the region. 102 Many
species which once initially dominated North America developed predators over time or lost
space within their environmental niche as other animals and plants entered the ecosystem. The
emergence and eventual demise of species occurred naturally long before human development
and our attempts at controlling our surrounding environment often fail to fully account for the
complexity of the Earth’s ecology. Perhaps most importantly, efforts to minimize the presence of
species deemed environmentally harmful ultimately elide the reality that human population
growth and use of natural resources threaten ecological diversity and future economic land use to
an unprecedented degree and remain largely unregulated.103
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This long term perspective on ecological change is not intended to disregard the
economic consequences of kudzu’s spread but rather to assert that human efforts to control the
plant may effectively cause greater environmental damage as well as obscure the reality that the
spread of kudzu largely occurred through human encouragement. The introduction of kudzu
marks a time during which Americans often imported species not currently present in North
America with little regard for later impacts, while the shift in government opinion towards the
plant in the 1960s represents increasing concern regarding species movement aligning with
increasing amplification of trade and migration as a result of capitalism and technological
development.
The deliberate introduction of species to alleviate environmental degradation began in the
19th century and continues today. The definition of these species within North America changes,
both legally and culturally, as their human use changes. Species become invasive not inherently
through movement, but also through impact. Humans measure this impact in economic and
cultural terms, and the general public reacts to scientific positioning of species in terms of
species diversity and impact to species more highly prized because of their existing position
within economic and cultural systems. This makes the terminology defining species as they
move globally impossible to untangle from human perception. The subjectivity within this
language was not formally acknowledged until the latter half of the 20th century as invasion
biology becomes an established science.
Capitalist development both exacerbates species movement as well as assigns economic
significance to plants and animals. As a result the intensification of capitalism surrounding the
end of the 20th century signifies another change in the representation of invasive species moving
away from a nationalist or regional model and into a local versus global positioning. This view
48

of culture continues to function within Romine’s inside-outside cultural binary yet reflects
increased migration and time/space conflation which result in an increased affiliation to insider,
authentic culture. These changes in conceptions of space and time couple with technological
changes to further alter existing ecosystems and align with the development of invasion biology
to produce an unprecedented level of awareness regarding species movement.
While the stated rationale for controlling plant and animals changes, the language used to
describe plants and animals altering human environments remains the same, though some
scientists critically question the continued use of words like alien and invasive. Capitalism
continues to incentivize the introduction and removal of species while American political
rhetoric continues to emphasize the importance of species present within the country since
European arrival without recognizing the long term presence of a significant number of
deliberately introduced European species imported for cultural and economic purposes since the
colonial era. The majority of scientists as well as the general public support government
intervention to mitigate the economic and environmental effects of species both native and
nonnative, though invasive species continue to dominate media coverage in which they represent
a threat to American economic and environmental prosperity. Technological exchange in the 21st
century allows Americans to coordinate regionally and nationally in response to species
movement, as local groups voluntarily working to stop the spread of Asian carp and other more
recently arrived species illustrates. Ultimately 21st century responses to invasive species continue
to reflect capitalist use of foreign plants and animals as well as attempts to control species
threatening established industries within the nation.
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[Figure two]

Kudzu maintained within part of a government-managed recreation area.
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[Figure Three]

Unmanaged kudzu in late August.
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[Figure four]

Kudzu vines fade and recede in late summer, but typically reappear the following year.
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CHAPTER THREE: ASIAN CARP AND 21ST CENTURY PERSPECTIVES ON SPECIES
MOVEMENT
The relationship between global capitalism and the movement of plants and animals in the 21st
century, using Asian carp to illustrate reactions to recent introductions.
Arjun Appadurai defines culture as “situated difference” in order to use the word as an
adjective rather than a noun. In this use culture does not affix itself to specific groups, ethnicities,
or identities, but rather functions in relation to “something local, embodied, and significant.” 104
Appadurai’s use of culture moves beyond national and regional boundaries and focuses on the
mobilization of difference to create group identities. In the 21st century difference assumes new
meaning with increased movements in people and technological advancements allowing cultural
products to travel with unprecedented speed. Romine defines this era as the age of cultural
reproduction, in which advances in capitalism and communication produce challenges to the
maintenance of group identities. Invasive species represent challenges to these identities when
they minimize familiar plants and animals, and an increasing number of unintentional
introductions elicit unprecedented levels of public advocacy for invasive species legislation in
the 21st century.
This chapter begins with an overview of debates surrounding the definition of species
studied within invasion biology with a focus on the implication of scientific terminology in
government policy and public discourse. These perspectives manifest themselves in debates
following the introduction of Asian carp, two species of fish the United States government
defines as invasive following their deliberate introduction in the latter half of the 20th century.
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Originally serving human economic enterprises in a manner similar to kudzu and other earlier
intentional introductions, the species now lives in large parts of the Mississippi River system.
Commercial and recreational fisherman see the fish as a threat to other more economically viable
species currently commercially and recreationally harvested like paddlefish.105 Despite
legislation outlawing the live importation of the fish in some states, in others residents continue
to buy and transport them legally, illustrating the contradictions in policies at different structural
levels.106 The plethora of reactions present in media regarding the Asian carp in America
represents the subjectivity of invasiveness as a quality as well as the ability of 21st century
communication to complicate as well as reinforce group identity. The internet allows selfdescribed concerned citizens to connect and implement measures to control Asian carp in order
to protect a variety of interests both economic and recreational. On the other hand it also
represents the capitalist progress responsible for the arrival of the fish. This reflects the
disconnect present between efforts to curb species movement and the inevitable impact of
capitalist expansion, which is the introduction of species via the transportation industry.
Critical scientific engagement with the idea of plants and animals as invasive coincides
with unprecedented public focus towards invasive species, both in their own right and as a part
of climate change.107 As a result these debates inevitably impact political rhetoric as well as
media analysis and vice versa, illustrating that invasion biology potentially reflects cultural and
economic anxieties to the detriment of long term environmental health. Also inherent within
invasion biology is the often unacknowledged role of capitalism, as the late 20th century boom in
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global transportation exacerbated unintentional introduction and continues to propel species
movement. This increase in unintentional introductions corresponds with what Soja describes as
a period of intensely uneven geographical development coinciding with late capitalism, in which
the increasing need for capital accumulation requires unequal social and technological regions.
The development of these regions coexists with corresponding information and labor flows
which threaten to expose geographically structured disadvantage in which territorial boundaries
dictate varying degrees of prosperity. Invasive species present an unintended consequence of
global capitalist exchange, threatening to disrupt the image of technological progress within
capitalism as ultimately indicative of prosperity in the same way that exploited workers in a less
developed region represent the consequences of what more prosperous regions may perceive as
economic development.108 Debates concerning the terminology used within biology reflect this
tension as scientists grapple with the role of capitalism as well as the potential for bias as a result
of an inside-outside cultural positioning which may affect perceptions of species as more or less
desirable.
Discussion surrounding the implications of words like “invasive” and “alien” in the
scientific community echo recent calls to remove “illegal” from the designation of immigrants
without proper documentation in the United States. The AP recently removed the word illegal
from its stylebook because it describes an action rather than a person, and advocacy groups assert
that the decision affects the way people within the country view immigrants.109 Beyond linguistic
similarities, the relationship between recently arrived plants and animals and human immigrants
also illustrates the effects of capitalist development, which requires both to continue economic
expansion. Positioning recently arrived people, plants, and animals as apart from capitalist
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development works to separate the negative effects of technological development from their
source. “Illegal” and “invasive” place the impetus for movement into an area within a specific
person or animal, rather than acknowledging larger global systems.
Biologists consider Charles Elton’s work The Ecology of Invasions of Plants and Animals
the foundational text of invasion biology, though several decades passed following its
publication in 1958 before the study of invasive species became a distinct research area. In the
late 1990s the establishment of two journals coincided with President Clinton’s Executive Order
regarding invasive species and subsequent establishment of the National Invasive Species
Council. Scientists Josef Keulartz and Cor Van der Wheele attribute this late 20th century interest
in species movement to increases in species introduction as globalization accelerates.110
Clinton’s order defines invasive species as alien to a particular environment and as capable of
causing harm within that system, without giving specific parameters as to what constitutes
alien.111 This definition focuses on the perceived economic and environmental impacts of species
following introduction, eliding the cause of most introductions as well as the presence of
imported plants and animals used as crops and livestock.
Elton’s work failed to give a definition for invasive species, unlike Clinton’s executive
order, and many contradictory perspectives exist amongst scientists regarding the term’s
meaning, the nuances of which typically do not appear in media reports documenting invasive
species.112 The term has both motivational and methodological implications within the scientific
community, and motivational concerns may influence the continuing use of debated terminology.
Methodological factors include rate of population growth and geographical distance.
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Motivational concerns reflect larger environmental threats such as species diversity and also
consider economic impact. Some biologists advocate a focus on methodological factors in order
to promote objectivity within the science as motivational goals depend on potentially biased
individual perceptions difficult to translate to the general public.113
Some scientists advocate removing geography and level of impact from definitions of
invasive species with similar accusations of bias. Geographical analysis illogically delineates
between a harmful species travelling a vast difference and a harmful species naturally moving to
a nearby environment, fallaciously implying that greater movement indicates greater
environmental harm. Impact theories rely on economic data which distorts larger environmental
harm in favor of representing short-term commercial impact. From a more theoretical
perspective these measures ignore the animals and plants classified as invasive in favor of a
definition which describes perceived movement and threats to human commerce, representing a
denial of Aristotle’s claim that “only from substance is there a definition.”114
Other biologists question the use of “invasive” as inherently indicative of environmental
harm. Some species long-present in ecosystems disrupt other species to the point of extinction
and the preoccupation with non-nativeness fails to account for these plants and animals. Many
invasive species introduced into new environments do not cause extensive damage, and the
ability of non-native organisms to effectively disturb an environment may depend somewhat on
an area’s environmental degradation. 115 Largely homogenous environments damaged by largescale agricultural, deforestation, and/or mining projects feature empty environmental niches into
which invasive species may develop populations. The spread of kudzu alongside roads and
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throughout unused agricultural land illustrates this phenomenon, as the plant spreads throughout
these areas with greater speed than through government-protected areas in the South such as
national forests. 116
Invasion biologists assert that newly introduced plants and animals represent a unique
threat, greater than that presented by native species and unprecedented in human history given
21st century global movement and also argue that invasive species threaten plants and animals
valued for aesthetic and commercial reasons as well as species diversity. Non-native
introductions occur at a far greater rate than any previous natural plant and animal movements
and pose threats to fisheries, agriculture, and biodiversity unprecedented prior to late 20th century
capitalist expansion. 117 Media analysis also focuses on economic impact and typically fails to
view plant and animal invasions with respect to a geological timeframe that illustrates historic
changes to the North American environment, focusing on the ability of newly introduced plants
and animals to thrive in new environments rather than the ability of environments to later
accommodate and respond to species movement.
A focus on the “tragic loss of biodiversity” which contributes to a loss of “human sense
of place” interestingly recalling Romine’s inside-outside metaphor in which insider cultural
attributes become part of the a group’s environment, which invasive species disrupt. These
scientists regard species with the ability to minimize existing populations as simultaneously
disrupting human ties to local environments. Rather than reflecting nationalist sentiments 21st
century cultural imagination centers increasingly on what humans perceive as local, as increased
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global communication and migration challenges a united national identity depicted as white, or
“Old Stock American” as Coates describes early 20th century nationalism.118
Changes in local environments as invasive species move into a habitat represent
challenges to imagined cultural narrative which must be mitigated through what Jozef Keulartz
and Cor van der Wheele term re-creation ecology. This approach “involves ‘authenticity’ as the
most important standard by which ecological restorations should be evaluated” and replaces
restoration as more realistic approach to changing environments. Restoration attempts to recreate
environments to maintain species diversity while also accepting inevitable changes in nature.119
This argument functions through Roach’s theory of surrogation in which the replacement of
plants and animals with similar species serves to maintain the mirage of a controlled
environment.
This imagined environmental control is ultimately undermined through Roach and
Romine’s dismissal of authenticity as a realizable goal within cultural processes. Keulartz and
Wheele correctly identify a human desire for place specificity and its accompanying static
cultural attributes but cultural authenticity and environmental authenticity remain unreachable
goals given the inevitability of species introductions as a result of global movement. North
American history features dramatic changes in species composition with some species
historically dominating large environmental niches only to later be minimized or driven to the
point of extinction. 120 These transitions illustrate the ephemeral nature of ecological niches and
their inherent connections to individual actions and specific species interaction. Similar to
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Romine’s sutures which unite cultural narrative niches contract and expand to accommodate
changes in the surrounding environment.121
To what degree does the scientific confusion concerning how to view and define invasive
species translate into public discourse? An inability to reach a scientific consensus in this case
reinforces the cultural ambiguities surrounding species introduction. While Clinton’s invasive
species definition the government currently uses functionally describes the behaviors people
associate with non-native species it fails to describe the thing itself and in this disconnect
illustrates that any definition of invasive species must incorporate individual perceptions of space
and environmental change. People perceive species as invasive in conjunction with that species’
effect to their nearby environment or economic livelihood, not because of a quality inherent in
that organism. While scientists debate the use of” invasive” as a moniker for some species the
use of these terms continues and as a result inevitably persists in American media, potentially
augmenting fears of the impact of species introductions.
Some biologists argue that scientific publications capitalize on American fears of the
impact of newly introduced plants and animals through language. Concerned with the hyperbolic
literature in some scientific invasive species studies biologist Paul Gobster searched 239
documents for language indicating a threat associated with species introduction and found that
110 articles included such language more than 300 times. Scientists positioned “alien” species as
invaders using terms like “combat” “attack” and “onslaught” while also describing plants and
animals as unhealthy with words like “noxious” and “macrofouling.” As such he argues that
invasion biologists overemphasize the negative economic and environmental effects of invasive
species in part to elicit greater public engagement. Invasive species policy responds to public
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outcry potentially inflated by contentious language within scientific publications. Later media
reports repeat this language and the general public interprets it without the benefit of scientific
training.122
Scientific ambiguity regarding the definition of invasive species and public ambivalence
regarding species movement are not independent. Scientists work toward objectivity but in large
part represent hegemonic culture in terms of race, class, and gender and as a result potentially
reinforce historic biases associated with outsiders in an inside-outside cultural continuum.
Regardless of the origin of a species, historical explosions in specific populations eventually
result in a return to equilibrium as a result of evolutionary adaptability.123 This explanation fails
to incorporate American perceptions of landscape and nature, though, because the development
of new predators and subsequent biological changes to a system over time conflicts with attempts
to maintain static environments consisting of valued native species. Ascribing all environmental
change as inevitable also potentially minimizes economic impacts to low income groups such as
farmers and commercial fishers whose desire to control the surrounding environment stems from
financial necessity.
Because words like invasive and alien remain contested terminology within biology,
scientists most often define specific parameters of the words used in individual research or prefer
to distinguish between what they see as degrees of invasive behavior in some way, which has led
some scientists to propose the dismantling of the science altogether in favor of more inclusive
explorations of ecosystem from the perspective of environmental health rather than native as
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opposed to non-native.124 These biologists emphasize connections between invasive species
research and nationalism, citing Nazi programs to prevent the introduction of non-German plants
as well as British and American botanical writings characterizing unfamiliar plants and animals
as “invaders” as evidence of bias. These writings align with aforementioned writings from
American thinkers connecting familiar flora and fauna to positive American attributes in the
early 20th century.125
While invasion biologists acknowledge historical ties between invasive species
terminology and nationalism, the use of words like “invasive” and “alien” continues, potentially
to accelerate responses to species introduction. Words like “nonnative”, “foreign”, and
“invasive” all position species outside of a privileged local environment, situating plants and
animals as threatening to economic and cultural resources. Imbuing species with the power to
invade environments also obscures the involvement of humans in species movement. In terms of
commerce the elision of human culpability supports transportation systems through which nonnative species inadvertently enter ecosystems. Barge traffic up and down the Mississippi River
brings species from outside the country via ballast water and shipping containers. Barge ballast
water helps keep empty barges weighted until filled with cargo and is released in a different
location as workers fill the now-empty containers. Species introduced in this manner may later
affect commercial and recreational fisheries at which point economic interests begin to compete
and opposing sides introduce legislation proposing differing methods of control. These debates
center on the potential harm of invasive species to commercial resources and existing species,
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not on the harm the global economy causes the environment, which to some extent limits the
efficacy of proposed control measures to halt the movement of recently arrived species. 126
Positioning recently arrived species as largely responsible for their movement into new
environments perpetuates the idea of a static, shared culture which outside elements threaten.127
The integration of kudzu into folklore and foodways in the American South illustrates represent
changes in narrative which accompany the continuing presence of a recently arrived species in a
new environment.128 The ability of cultural narrative to adapt to challenges to group identity
provides a resolution to the tension between inside and outside cultures, which both Appadurai
and Romine argue increases in conjunction with globalization as media and migration allow for
greater exchange of ideas.
Because Americans began planting kudzu in the late 19th century the plant has an
advantage compared to more recent arrivals in terms of cultural acceptance because its persistent
spread encouraged its incorporation into cultural products. Species arriving in the latter half of
the 20th century like the zebra mussel and the Asian carp have fewer advocates and typically
appear in media reports as “invaders” and “aliens.” Despite this characterization in the media
individual interactions with species vary, as ethnic communities in the United States have
historically purchased and consumed Asian carp for several decades and some fisherman and
entrepreneurs have capitalized on the fish’s abundance to positive economic ends. Americans
attempting to control the movement of Asian carp see the fish as a threat to their environment
and the resources within it, while simultaneously its continued presence encourages its
incorporation into foodways and human conceptions of what belongs in a geographic area.
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Future legislation removing or minimizing the Asian carp will impact the ability of the fish to
assimilate into foodways and American wild spaces, but ultimately environmental factors beyond
human control will also dictate the future of the Asian carp, illustrating that while humans impact
and attempt to order space, the environment simultaneously dictates human behaviors and
cultural concerns.
Asian Carp are native to China and parts of Russia, though they experience a more
perilous existence in native lakes and rivers where overfishing and polluted waters do not allow
for the same growth and strength in numbers they enjoy in the United States. This category
represents both silver and bighead carp, although prior to their arrival several other species of
carp also entered the Mississippi River system including the common carp. Though these fish are
biologically distinct from the category of Asian carp the nomenclature leads to general confusion
surrounding the name carp and the fish this categorization includes.129 Common carp arrived in
the river system over a century ago in some areas, imported as a game fish still prized in Europe
today.130 The carp which currently dominates North American media reports is the silver carp in
large part due to its unusual penchant for jumping six to eight feet out of the water when sounds
and motion alarm nearby schools.131
There is no firm consensus regarding the time and place of the first Asian carp
introduction, though scientists generally agree that high flood waters in the Mississippi Delta led
to repeated introductions throughout the 1980s and 1990s.132 The following map documents their
spread as of March 2013, as recorded by the USGS.
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Multiple introductions of silver carp increase propagule pressure over time, meaning
there is a greater likelihood that a species will experience a population explosion in a new
environment.134 Some Delta residents bought Asian carp for their phytoplankton eating
capabilities as a cheap way to clean stagnant ponds in pastures as well as water treatment holding
containers. Primarily though, the fish cleaned commercial catfish ponds. While floods ultimately
carried the fish into the river system their importation into the United States shows that humans
and the environment combined to introduce fish into the river at multiple points and at various
times. Largely economic forces brought Asian carp to the Delta, but their placement in ponds on
rural private properties shows that their movement also represents human desire to artificially
maintain landscapes. Earlier importations of species for aesthetic value in the 19th and 20th
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century including kudzu and many others also reflect the aesthetic value of some deliberately
imported plants and animals.135
No media outlets published reports demanding the removal of the silver carp prior to
notice of their accidental release; this lack of reaction may appear obvious but it also illustrates
the importance of human perception in designation of plants and animals as “invasive.” By the
1990s silver and bighead carp began to ecologically dominate some areas of the Mississippi
River, precipitating calls to control the movement of Asian carp.136 These fish prefers plankton
rich back channels to the main area of the river and this facilitated their movement into nearby
oxbow lakes on the Lower and Upper Mississippi River. The Middle Mississippi represents the
portion of the river with the majority of its locks and dams, and these structures eliminate large
portions of the flood plane in which oxbow lakes and back channels form. Illinois scientists
attribute this distinction to the silver carp’s greater numbers in the parts of the river with more
existing flood plain.137
Oxbow lakes and back channels represent natural environmental changes in the
Mississippi. The river more or less bifurcates the nation yet its movement is snakelike, constantly
meandering powerfully from left to right. Sediment shifts continuously as the water relentlessly
moves it from the river bottom and from the sandy shores. Though the Corps of Engineers places
concrete sheets and eddies as protective measures from sediment lifting the river nonetheless
creates new paths and cuts off old ones as it moves dirt. Cutting off a path creates an oxbow lake
which the Corps of Engineers sometimes alters to fit recreational use. During periods of high
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water silver carp entered some of these lakes and began to make their presence known around the
same time as they began affecting recreational use of the Missouri River.
Silver carp present a danger to people in boats and water skis because they jump out of
the water and hit people. These carp have broken bones and caused concussions in the
Mississippi River, its tributaries, and the oxbow lakes once part of its course. Corps of Engineers
representative Jack Kilgore describes the river as “completely different” because of the need for
constant vigilance in back channels.138 Failure to account for the silver carp nearly caused the
death of one woman on the Missouri River, who claims that it is “only a matter of time” before
someone is killed.139 Silver and bighead carp present a different problem entirely for commercial
fisherman as they fill nets and potentially outcompete catfish and paddlefish for food sources.
Currently silver carp fetch around 15 cents a pound while catfish reach about 30.140 These two
fish sell in the United States, while the price per pound of Asian carp does little to incentivize
commercial fishers. An additional barrier exists in terms of exporting the fish as Asian buyers
prefer fish purchased live at local markets and the price paid for frozen carp in China provides
little capital to invest in carp processing plants in the United States. Large scale suppliers may
utilize economies of scale and successfully market Asian carp overseas, as the fish is
commercially produced and harvested all around the world, primarily in less developed nations.
141

Fishers working in a single boat on a small scale basis do not have this option, though, and

lack an immediate solution to the presence of silver and bighead carp in nets.142
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Commercially fishing the carp for export into Asia complicates the representation of
Asian markets as exporters of cheap goods to America as well as provides continued economic
opportunity along the river. 143 The flaw in this solution arises in capitalism’s systemic
culpability in non-native species introduction. While creating a market for carp provides a
solution to this introduction the global movement of commerce inevitably leads to future
environmental changes in both species composition and overall health. Additionally the
government’s funding of carp processing in the form of grants and tax incentives to build plants
perpetuates the private industry’s penchant for building industries with federal funding for later
personal capital accumulation and could establish a market for a fish formerly considered
detrimental to natural systems in the country.144
Despite the potential of the carp to serve as a food source its current lack of economic
demand encourages parts of the Mississippi River system north of the fish’s current spread to
prevent its further movement. Minnesotans currently lobby to close locks and dams south of
Minneapolis to keep the silver carp from advancing upstream, while residents and politicians in
the Great Lakes see the fish as a threat to a revitalized commercial and recreational fishery. On
the other side of the economic dimension of this issue is the transportation industry, concerned
that closures of locks and channels in the river system may limit barge travel.145 Since the
development of the Clean Water Act and the EPA in the 1970s the Great Lakes have seen
enormous improvements in fish populations. The industry earns several billion dollars annually
and maintains hundreds of jobs in the area. Conversely the Great Lakes also represent part of the
Mississippi River shipping system through which barges export soybeans and corn outside the
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nation and return with oil, coal, and other products.146 Minnesota offers a slightly different case
as there is little commercial resistance to closing locks and dams in the state. The difficulty lies
in congressional approval and coordination with the Corps of Engineers and various state and
federal agencies in the area, illustrating that invasive species policy often falters as territorial
boundaries represent shifting legislation.147
Biologist Cliff Ochs studies the silver carp along with the Corps of Engineers and likens
them to the “kudzu of the Mississippi River system.” Arguing that the potentially harmful effects
of the carp remain unknown he advocates preventing the movement of carp into the Great Lakes
system via an electric fence barrier the Corps currently maintains in the Illinois shipping
channel.148 This fence prevents the movement of nearly all fish in and out of the river system, not
only silver and bighead carp. This temporary solution somewhat appeases citizens but many
advance a more permanent solution: the closing of the shipping canal.149 The transportation
industry opposes this solution while the commercial fishing industry supports it. Both industries
seek solutions to environmental change which maintain their ability to accumulate capital
through legislation which reinforces Wallerstein’s position of the nation-state and the political
process as a tool firms use to accumulate capital. In this scenario lobbyists present environments
as something to be protected for its intrinsic value yet industry uses the river as a thoroughfare
and the lakes as fish tanks. The use of federal funding to protect these resources also reflects the
use of government resources to support private capital acquisition. As the Corps of Engineers
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spends millions of dollars preventing the movement of Asian carp into the Great Lakes the
Mississippi River transportation firms externalize costs of production. 150
Presenting the environment as a static, shared space works to reinforce imaged
community and created local places within the narrative of cultural creation. Economically it
maintains profitable systems which may yield long term environmental harm and presents
industries as part of the community invasive species threaten rather than as the impetus for the
arrival of non-native plants and animals. While most scientists acknowledge the movement of
people as the primary instigator of global change it is neither politically nor economically
expedient to question the dual roles of colonialism and capitalism in homogenizing the Earth’s
ecology and irrevocably connecting environments. Unless the government somehow alters the
process through which corporations externalize environmental costs to states the public will
expect political action when species threaten commercial resources and established
environments.
Invasive species reach public attention when they visibly alter human environments or
threaten economic interest. Media reports documenting the Asian carp illustrate the discomfort
Americans feel at the homogenization of the environment which at least partially reflects fears
over the effects of globalization on local culture. Appadurai dismisses fears of globalization as a
homogenizing force as “one of the grand clichés of social theory” yet its theoretical dismissal
does little to abate anxiety arising from increasingly connected groups.151 He positions locality as
inherently fragile, dating back to the earliest societies using ritual to establish unique cultural
processes within geographical borders. The production of locality changes in the 21st century due
to changes in human conceptions of space as shortened by time through technological
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development which allows cultural anxiety to manifest itself in a different way.152 When a
species like the Asian carp enters a habitat and displaces other fish which currently function as a
part of human rituals their prevalence functions as a fearful and visual representation of cultural
homogeneity.
These fears are not distinctly American. In 2010 Ontario filed a suit with the US Supreme
Court regarding silver carp asserting that the fish threatens their share of Lake Erie’s commercial
fishing. Ontario Natural Resources Minister Donna Cansfield maintains that the city considers
this drinking water that they want to protect yet fails to mention the inherent disconnect resulting
after officials dumped 90,000 kg of poison into part of the Illinois River in a failed attempt to kill
silver carp. 153 This effort to stop the movement of silver carp contradicts stated desires to
maintain water quality. What supersedes this purpose is an economic and cultural need to
maintain environments. This reaction echoes the opinion of Illinois scientist John Chick, who
argues that poisoning parts of the Illinois River system to prevent the spread of carp may be
preferable than allowing them to move into other areas.154
Taking actions to control the movement of species which poison the surrounding
environment not only reflect a confrontation with changing environments but also connect to
early colonial patterns of extreme land abuse to facilitate human desires. Officials assume that
poisoning the river will result in their desired composition of species, and these assumptions
require imagining a relationship with the environment much different than the historically
accurate depiction of human destruction as a result of pollution and disregard. There is a certain
disconnect between actions the government takes to mitigate species introductions and the future
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impact of these actions and the inability of policymakers to address this disconnect casts doubt
on the government’s capacity to accurately intervene in environmental change. These actions
show ecosystems to function more as a tool for human commerce and identity construction than
as complex systems functioning long before human development and responding independently
from and often unpredictably to human degradation.
Canadian officials recognize bass and perch as profitable commercial fish which benefit
the area economically but illogically prefer poisoning the water in which these fish reside to
allowing Asian carp species in Lake Erie. The reaction of Canadian officials (and elected
American representatives in the Great Lakes area) evokes Appadurai’s representation of
diasporic public spheres arising as a result of mass mediation and global movement. These
spheres link what he calls “the work of the imagination” to the emergence of political spheres
beyond the nation-state. Appadurai uses these spheres to illustrate conflicts following migration
which arise from the consumption of mass media, but these spheres also concern the movement
of non-native species. The increasing movement of plants and animals works within mass media
to reflect the movement of people beyond nation-state boundaries as well as reinforce the reality
that culture constantly fluctuates and changes in the same way as the environment despite human
desire for stasis. 155
Both Ontario’s depiction of carp near the lakes as well a recent LA Times article
characterize the decisions surrounding silver carp as a “fight” to prevent the fish’s further
movement while the Detroit Times calls carp the “river’s sad reality.” 156157 As Rahm Emanuel
resigned from his White House position in 2012 President Obama jokingly presented him with a
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dead Asian carp, reminding Emmanuel of the invasion threatening his home state of Michigan.158
The New York Times calls the Mississippi River the “carp highway” and questions the
government’s ability to stop the carp “invasion” much like dozens of other recently published
articles.159 Mass media and political rhetoric define silver and bighead carp in military terms: the
carp is an invader and humans fight against it. These representations belie the aforementioned
reality of the carp’s introduction as well as the history of changes to the Mississippi River. The
government constructed the Illinois shipping canal and artificially connected the lakes to the
Mississippi River for Chicago’s waste removal prior to environmental regulation. Without
human intervention, the carp would not exist in the Mississippi River, and the decision of the
government to artificially connect once distinct water ecosystems may alter the species
composition of the Great Lakes more than the silver carp, as scientists still research and debate
their ability to thrive in the system and find food sources available them in the Mississippi River.
Invasive species enter new ecosystems with varying degrees of success. Those which
rapidly populate like the Asian carp incite initial human fears concerning environmental change.
While economic exchange with China is accepted as inherent within a global economy the
inevitable interactions of plants and animals illustrate that economic exchange brings with it
cultural and environmental exchange which humans cannot similarly regulate. Recent scientific
publications indicate that interaction between Chinese and American species will increase in
conjunction with trade between the two nations.160 The resolution to this cultural conflict arises
in the inevitable remaking of culture through performance and ritual Joseph Roach describes.
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Historically humans integrate the outside environment into culture through ritual. These rituals
reinforce the selective and imaginative process of creating collective memory. The movement of
non-native species into environments challenges the collective memory of a local place but ritual
can accommodate these changes and incorporate them into collective memory through
experience. 161
Communities along the Mississippi River have long eaten the native fish in its waters
including catfish, paddlefish, bass, and buffalo among many others. Bioaccumulation pollutes
many fish in the river’s smaller tributaries but the main channel provides ample fishing and that
fishing recently includes a growing number of silver and bighead carp.162 Memories of catching,
cleaning and eating a catfish reinforce the imagined communities of the Mississippi River.
Mississippi river guide Mark Peeples recalls waiting for periods of low water to raid blue holes
along the river for buffalo fish during his childhood in St. Louis. Blue holes form when the high
river deposits water into depressions which later dry up and suffocate fish as water recedes. Low
income residents in Peeples’s neighborhood gathered around these spots to catch fish. Economic
necessity removed trepidation regarding non-native species from the equation and river citizens
began to eat Asian carp.163
The incorporation of Asian carp into foodways remains nascent in any mainstream sense,
though support for eating silver carp grows as awareness of their presence increases. Author
Jackson Landers advocates hunting and eating invasive species as a form of localism and
sustainability as part of the local food movement. Hunting is not necessary with Asian carp as
161
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they announce their presence in a waterway by launching themselves into approaching boats and
canoes. Landers reasons that if early human settlers can extinguish megafauna and later
European settlers can eat the carrier pigeon out of existence then 21st century Americans are
more than equipped to reduce the carp population.164 While Landers presents this as an
environmental solution it serves the dual purpose of assimilating Asian carp into personal
experience which changes its cultural representation.
Asian carp as an invasive species represents the outside of Romine’s inside-outside
cultural binary but as a sustainable food source they move inside and become part of cultural
patterns. Ironically the eventual assimilation of silver and bighead carp into the American diet
represents the integration of Chinese foodways into national diets and the persistence of global
cultural exchange despite the anxiety that arises to changes in cultural norms. Kudzu provides an
equally compelling example of this phenomenon. The persistence of kudzu and its eventual
association with the landscape of the South may present a model for mainstream acceptance of
carp following an inability to diminish their numbers. Asian carp will be accepted and eaten as a
food source or if undiminished become inevitably accepted as native when memory creation
requires the integration of the fish into the collective imagining of the Mississippi River and its
connected systems.
The inevitability of future introductions as a result of global migration and commerce
points to a tension between capitalism and the environment. Using Wallerstein’s definition of
capitalism the ultimate goal is endless capital acquisition which actively incentivizes firms
within the system to disregard environmental impact unless public pressure increased to the point
at which demand for products decreased. 165 Unintentional introductions like Asian carp
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exacerbate this relationship further as scientists can pinpoint no specific entry point, leaving no
corporation solely responsible in any fiscal sense. Industries become victims of invasive species,
without acknowledgement of larger structural forces propelling migration. This is not to assert
that industries have any desire to introduce species, but rather that unless regulation forces
industry to monitor species movement it is unlikely they will spend money in this endeavor.
Wallerstein’s world system positions capitalism as the controlling force of global
movement, but biologists recognize that the span of capitalism as a world system represents a
miniscule part of the Earth’s history. Certainly the system’s ability to devastate environmental
resources millions of years in the making marks it as formidable but some biologists argue the
Earth has survived worse onslaughts in the past, including the near extinction of all its plants and
animals and subsequent replacement with migrating species.166 While Asian carp and other
invasive species present changes to established ecologies and human economies the system as a
whole remains unknowable to human consciousness and our perceptions of and reactions to
environmental damage often reflect that fact.
A long view of historical environmental change works to assuage the conflict between
global commerce and ecosystem health, as it illustrates Earth’s ability to accommodate dramatic
change, but this perspective does little to reconcile global change with the continuing human
desire to maintain local places. The movement of Asian carp throughout the Mississippi River
and the ensuing human reaction illustrates the importance of surrounding environment in identity
formation. While the majority of people living alongside the Lower Mississippi regionally
identify as southerners their position as part of a larger river network reflects their connection to
national culture and global culture. The categorization of regions and naming of each river
tributary reinforce Harvey’s insistence that “space can only be conquered through the production
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of space,” with invasive species ironically representing both an effect of spatial production as
well as challenges to the maintenance of a constructed space. 167
The conquering and ordering of space produces a simultaneous human desire to maintain
wild places apart from change and “natural” which is similar to the desire maintain distinct
cultures despite global cultural flows. Humans create wildness as a counterpoint to economic and
societal development.168 Spaces seen as wild or natural in America remain so through protective
measures, effectively enclosing them within the nation. Further mapping, exploration, and
enclosure of these areas situates the wilderness within Harvey’s paradigm of spatial construction
to facilitate place. The end result is a static construct similar to the idea of fixed local
communities which belies the reality of environments constantly in flux and interconnected. As
Asian carp change rivers and lakes they ignite cultural concerns, representing visible changes in
the physical environment which reflect loss of control of environments defined as static and
connected to an insider group identity.
Structured, agricultural environments provide one imagined ordered landscape
susceptible to considerable change through newly introduced species. An Asian carp originally
placed into a private pond to reduce algae may come to dominate the small ecosystem and
exterminate other fish, visibly altering the environment and challenging human control over
nearby surroundings.169 Large-scale spread of the silver carp challenge human control to a
greater degree troubling long-established European perceptions of static environments. These
environmental constructions developed during a time of colonization and European domination
which potentially implicates fears of changes in structured landscape as masking deeper fears
associated with loss of white European cultural domination.
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The association of invasion science with historical xenophobia will continue as long as
the science continues to employ terminology connected to fear-based political rhetoric. Despite
this reality, the institutionalization of the department diminishes the likelihood that the use of
conflicted terminology will cease despite widespread acknowledgement of the problems within
some of the language these scientists use. 21st century representations of global flows as both
accelerating and threatening also encourage the demarcation of invasion biology as distinct
within ecology as invasive species serve as a representation of global transportation. Biologist
Michael Soulé argues that fighting introduced species is futile and eventually the cost associated
with such endeavors will override potential benefit. Soulé presents the Earth’s ecology following
this acceptance as post-modern cosmopolitanism.170 If post-modernism represents a break from
Enlightenment era modernity the acceptance of species movement represents a break from white
European colonialism and a corresponding fixation on static environments. 2013 national
discourse fails to accept post-modern representations of space, however, and similarly continues
to emphasize the importance of imagined shared national traits and memories. Future
environmental changes as a result of species movement may further trouble these established
cultural imaginings and long-held perceptions of the American environment.
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CHAPTER FOUR: POTENTIAL RESOLUTIONS AND POLICY ALTERNATIVES
Future attempts to control plants and animals will require millions in government funding, and
must react to the tension between capitalist expansion and the inevitable unintentional
introduction of species.
The history of North America from the arrival of Europeans to the present represents a
miniscule portion of the continent’s history. Geological changes occur at an incomprehensible
rate when contrasted to human lifespans. Public and private concerns over recently arrived
species force government responses to species within a time frame that does not allow for long
term ecological change. Tim Flannery writes that, “America has been shaped by a unique
combination of forces generated by the continent’s singular geography, geological history and
climate. It is these powerful forces that have produced what is distinctive about North America,
and they have profoundly affected the experiences of the continent’s immigrants and
emigrants.”171 This perspective highlights the influence of geography, in contrast to a historical
perspective focusing on the movement of people. Tracing human perceptions of invasive species
from the arrival of European colonists to the present deemphasizes the changes to North
America’s geology over time. Human populations have lived in this area for far less time than
many other species in past eras which no longer exist. Americans no longer remember these
plants and animals. While memory serves to connect humans to their past, it also relies on the
present. People must accommodate change, and changes in species composition necessitate
changes in perception of species in North America.
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Is there a compromise between long term environmental accommodation to species
movement and short term government intervention to control the movement of species? An
assurance that a species may develop predators in North America following several centuries of
evolution offers little relief from the economic impact some species have caused following a
population explosion. 21st century trade and transportation will increase the number of
unintentional introductions, and barring a shift in current policy intentional introductions will
also continue. Ultimately the government must weigh the short term economic impact of recently
arrived species while also considering the long term environmental consequences of policy
response as well as potential biases within the general public and the scientific community.
These biases may be reinforced through the use of hyperbolic language within legislation. In
February 2010 Michigan senator Debbie Stabenow described the Asian carp as “destroying
ecosystems and threatening industries” as the fish move north, despite the lack of scientific
evidence confirming the minimizing of other species following carp movement.172 This policy
language reflects a disconnect between existing scientific research and public perception of
invasive species, which is somewhat understandable given the widespread use of fear based
terminology in invasion biology. Many government officials, scientists, and the general public
continue to demand action against specific species using this terminology without addressing the
causes and sources of species movement.
The federal government currently has no process for screening species imported into the
United States. Legislation typically addresses individual species following a population

For Debbie Stabenow’s speech on Asian carp see United States Congress Senate Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources, Subcommittee on Water and Power, Hearing on Asian Carp, United States Senate, 111th
Congress, February, 25, 2010, 27. Information on the impact of Asian carp in the river system comes from
Interviews with John Chick and Cliff Ochs both emphasize that existing research indicate that while silver carp
occupy large parts of some areas of the river, existing species (such as catfish, paddlefish, and bass) have yet to
experience population crashes and/or extinctions.
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explosion and subsequent minimization of other species deemed valuable. 173 Given the
inevitability of species movement in the 21st century, some Americans advocate federal and state
legislation examining species prior to their importation, though obviously such legislation
applies only to deliberately introduced species. Some measures work to stop the occurrence of
unintentional introductions, including recent federal regulations requiring permits for ballast
water discharge.174 This regulation sometimes falters when species traverse local, national, and
regional barriers, as legislation applies to specific plants and animals depending upon the area of
the country they occupy and changes depending on local perceptions of the threats individual
species pose. New laws also sometimes contradict existing regulation allowing the introduction
of specific species for economic purposes.175 President Bill Clinton’s 1999 Executive Order
established the National Invasive Species Council in an attempt to unite various agencies in
invasive species management and designate resources towards combating species causing
immediate economic harm, but differences in value judgments and economic interests ultimately
make policy controlling species difficult to create and harder to successfully enforce.
The inability of the federal government to control the movement of many species it
deems undesirable reflects an inevitable tension within invasive species policy: global economic
pursuit of capital leads to both intentional and unintentional introductions which later require
large amounts of capital as they threaten industries within the United States. Most scientific
literature and current public opinion positions these expenditures as the responsibility of the
173
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federal government – despite the role of corporations in the spread of these species. This model
follows Emmanuel Wallerstein’s analysis of externalized costs as a large source of profits within
capitalism. These costs – shifted from a company’s balance sheet to the state, represent “costs of
toxicity, costs of the exhaustion of materials, and costs of transport.”176 The development of
capitalism over time represents continuous exchanges of labor, materials, and information and
plants and animals follow these movements into new environments. 21st century capitalism
allows information and people to migrate at unprecedented speeds, and research indicates that
species movement will similarly increase. Unintentional introductions rarely provide a clear,
singular point of introduction, and often occur over time and in multiple locations within the
country. As a result the government often provides the necessary resources to alleviate noticeable
environmental and economic impacts, shifting these costs away from responsible industries. As
introductions increase, the amount of revenue required to minimize explosions of species
deemed undesirable will increase.
The development of European concepts of land ownership following colonization also
facilitates the movement of species through property laws reflecting Enlightenment
representations of space, which continue to impact the spread of species today. Landowners
along the river may introduce species into their immediate space legally, and those owning the
land around them often see it as their economic prerogative to introduce species, whether to
acquire capital or aesthetically improve space they view as owned. David Harvey writes that
“private property in land and the buying and selling of space as a commodity” serves as a way to
order space and create specific places.177 Along the river farms, deforesting operations, and other
sources of pollution bring negative environmental effects as they produce goods and capital for
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property owners. Agricultural runoff led to the development of catfish ponds along the river,
later filled with Asian carp in the 70s and 80s to clean algae. Floods released these carp into the
Mississippi illustrating the combined effect of capitalist enterprise and environmental
unpredictability. The government’s assumption of the cost of controlling Asian carp reflects the
ability of these industries to externalize environmental costs to the public.
Recent legislation following the spread of silver carp throughout the Mississippi River
system represents a general pattern in legislation controlling species movement. There are
currently a variety of federal and state laws regarding the fish, with state legislation reflecting
public concern of the species in specific areas. These laws coexist with a number of individual
perceptions of the species’ value, as well as federal grants facilitating the development of the fish
as a food source in order to diminish its presence in the river system.178 While some Americans
eat Asian carp and hope to use the fish for economic gain, others view it as a threat to species
valued for aesthetic and economic purposes. Attempts to control the fish also reflect its position
as culturally outside mainstream North American foodways, reflecting the incorporation of
animals as a part of American’s surrounding environment into a privileged insider culture.179
Despite cultural and economic value, environmental factors beyond immediate human control as
well as the inevitability of future introductions make controlling some new species impossibly.
In March 2013 United States congressman Mike Rogers introduced the Asian Carp
Prevention Act to the 113th Congress. The bill directs the Army Corps of Engineers to control the
spread of Asian carp into the Great Lakes and its tributaries, a sentiment echoed in similar bills
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passed in 2010 and 2012.180 The repetitive nature of this legislation reflects public concern
regarding the spread of this invasive species coupled with little coordinated government effort to
stop its movement.
Scientists connect invasive species to climate change, as increasing temperatures in the
nation will allow plants confined to tropical regions and sometimes to the US South to move into
other environments. Because this unites global warming and species movement some biologists
insist that both should assume importance in future American policy to prevent catastrophic
environmental and economic consequences. Dissenting voices argue that species introduction is
inevitable, and government spending will eventually reach an unsustainable level. This
possibility echoes a fear of cultural homogenization foretold as part of globalization.181
Government responses to species movement echo local cultural responses to globalization, in
which groups privilege insider authenticity to combat outside influence, indicating that
increasing species movement may in fact encourage the protection of native species in ways
which may not have occurred prior to the perception of increased interaction between
ecosystems.182 This means that fish valued as economically and culturally significant assume
greater importance following the perception of their diminished numbers. Scientists arguing
against a position of indifference to species movement also assert that a screening process could
save the country billions that would otherwise be spent combating introductions, which may be
less inevitable given greater awareness and early investment.183
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Because species typically assert themselves in specific regions of the country and the
federal government lacks a screening process states legislation of species varies greatly. Areas
with profitable transportation industries may legislate species with a greater frequency than those
experiencing fewer introductions, for which regulatory agencies in California and Florida
provide evidence. The following table provides a list of invasive species councils existing across
the nation, illustrating the degree of variation between states in terms of funding for research,
though importantly the existence of a regulatory board does not guarantee comprehensive
legislative action towards species. The federal government provides funds for the creation of
councils, but states may not have the resources needed to intervene in the management of species
regardless of awareness and desire to do so.
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government which may not be transported across state lines without a permit. The federal
government adds “injurious” species to this list which also details which plants and animals may
not be imported and sold in the United States. Bighead and silver carp were added in 2010.186
The government response to violations of this law illustrates the degree of concern which follows
the movement of some species. An Arkansas man caught by undercover agents from the
Department of Natural Resources faces 12 felony counts for selling the men two live carp in
Michigan, and Canadian officials fined a man $50,000 for bringing Asian carp into the country
from the United States.187 In contrast the U.S. South currently does little to control the movement
of Asian carp, indicating that the fish will continue to move upstream and require these type of
responses as the fish will continue to occupy the lower parts of the river.
A lack of laws attempting to control Asian carp on the Lower Mississippi reflects the
economic use of the river in this part of the country. The Great Lakes and states like Minnesota
currently enjoy profitable commercial and recreational fishing industries while the Lower
Mississippi primarily functions economically as a thoroughfare for barges. Without lobbying on
the part of concerned fishers and environmentalists, this part of the river reflects the lack of
regulation in an area which also functions as a boundary for state’s rather than space which they
govern. The Lower Mississippi also features less recreational use than many other areas in which
the Asian carp reside, eliciting less fear that the fish will harm someone as it breaches the
surface.
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In the wake of regulation on the lower parts of the river system officials in areas without
extant Asian carp populations propose a variety of specific solutions to the problem in their
region. In addition to an electric barrier constructed in the Chicago Sanitary and Shipping canal
(which connects the Mississippi River and the Great Lakes) officials also poisoned 30,000 fish in
the system in an effort to kill Asian carp which may have successfully traversed the barrier. The
poisoning resulted in the identification of one dead bighead carp amongst the other dead fish, as
the chemical used affects all gill breathing organisms.188 Officials in Minnesota also mention
bubble and sound barriers as well as pheromones as potential ways to prevent the movement of
Asian carp upstream, as electric barriers pose potential human health risks in Minnesota which
do not need to be considered in the Chicago canal, as it is not recreationally used.189
The degree of difference in reactions to carp reflects that ultimately, responses to species
inevitably reflect human perceptions and values. The values which dictate policy most typically
reinforce the importance of economic impact in legislation. In one sense this reality highlights
the influence of lobbying in political decision-making. Cultural concerns inflect economic
demand, though, and commercial fishers fight to maintain native fish in the Great Lakes and
other waterways because of their greater economic value when compared to Asian carp. This
value arises out of local desire for familiar species, and has little to do with the taste of Asian
carp compared to other fish in an area.
Preference to species in an environment changes over time, though. One species of carp
known here as the common carp arrived over a century ago and at the time Europeans imported
it into areas to fish for recreation. Local agencies in Minnesota and Iowa have constructed
electric barriers to prevent the movement of the fish into lakes following the poisoning of these
188
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areas and subsequent restocking with game fish deemed “desirable” in the 21st century, which
these groups also emphasize as native. 190 Will future changes in what local residents deem
desirable in these areas prompt future re-stockings of ponds and lakes? If so, what is the long
term impact of these efforts?
The most effective way to stop these dramatic responses to individual species is to
somehow curtail the introduction of new species. While a federal screening process as well as
measures like ballast water permits will decrease the rate of introductions, these laws will
ultimately be unable to completely stop the movement of plants and animals. Most Americans
value species already established within the nation and as a result these unintentional
introductions will continue to elicit calls for a response. Rather than relying on the government
(taxpayers) to provide funding for controlling species the responsibility should fall to
corporations benefiting from the systems through which species enter the country. Not only does
this combat the ability of corporations to utilize environmental resources without fully assuming
the consequences, it also addresses the futility of determining which species “should” and
“should not” be in a system. Unfortunately, the government may be unable to determine which
corporations should assume blame for an introduction. While it is reasonable to ask the fishing
industry to assume part of the cost of keeping Asian carp out of the Great Lakes, how is this cost
assigned to participants in this industry? Ultimately the government will also be somewhat
responsible for ameliorating the impact of pathogens harming health in the nation.
The first step in successful policy regarding specific plants and animals involves
removing hyperbolic language from scientific papers and policy documents, as it obscures
190
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rational thinking concerning plants and animals. This language reflects human perception more
than any innate quality in an organism. Policy must also incorporate an appreciation of long term
environmental change and the reality that the composition of species in North America will
change over time. A desire to maintain a specific set of plants and animals should not override an
appreciation of the natural environment to the degree that an area is poisoned or dramatically
changed to remove a single species, as ultimately such efforts may do more harm than good.
Incorporating a historical perspective on species movement, particularly acknowledging
the role of humans in introductions, will allow for more successful management plans. The
dominance of economic concerns at the expense of long term environmental health in the United
States indicates that such management plans will continue, and that species management will
increase in importance if species continue to enter the American environment.
Despite the anxiety following population explosions of species in North America the
ability of culture to respond and accommodate change echoes similar long term reactions to
change in the long term environment. While regional media continues to regard the Asian carp as
a pressing threat, individuals within these areas continue to incorporate the fish into foodways
and other aspects of cultural memory. Ultimately, these patterns will alleviate the appearance of
the fish as foreign, while also potentially diminishing its numbers in the local environment if a
market develops for it as a food or protein source. Individual perceptions will come to
accommodate Asian carp and other recently introduced species into local environments, in a
process which has been naturally occurring for millions of years.
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